
Abstract. The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, al , is
a unique quantity that allows high-precision tests of the Stan-
dard Model. Currently, a difference of 3 to 4 standard devia-
tions is observed between the prediction of the Standard Model
and the most precise measurement performed. We present a
review of the Standard Model calculations of al . The princi-
ples and history of al experiments are presented, and the recent
measurement at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA, is
described in detail. Prospects for further improving the accu-
racy of both calculations andmeasurements of al are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The study of magnetic moments of elementary particles
started in 1921 with the famous Stern±Gerlach experiment
[1]. This and subsequent experiments showed that the
magnetic moment of silver atoms takes exactly two values
consistent with the Bohr magneton �e�h=2me. Only after
several years, when Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit assumed the
existence of the electron spin [2] and the magnetic moment of
silver atoms was recognized to be due to the spin of one valent
electron [3], it became clear that the Stern±Gerlach experi-
ment was the first measurement of the electron spin. It is
interesting to note that to explain the ferromagnetic effect
A Compton assumed as early as 1921 that the electron has a
spin and an internal magnetic moment [4].

The magnetic moment l of an elementary particle with
mass m is related to its spin s as

l � g

�
q�h

2m

�
s ; �1�

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio and q is the particle charge.
Measurements suggested that ge � 2 for the electron, which
was twice as high as expected from the classical limit for
orbital momentum. The relativistic Dirac equation [5]
proposed in 1928 explained both the electron spin and the
value of the gyromagnetic ratio.

World War II hastened the development of microwave
techniques. The use of the new techniques in physical
laboratories allowed an improvement in measurements by
several orders of magnitude. In 1947, a series of precise
measurements of the superfine structure of atomic transi-
tions [6, 7] showed that the splitting of levels is somewhat
higher than the predicted value, thus likely suggesting that ge
is slightly different from 2. Conventionally, the gyromagnetic
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ratio is written in the form

g � 2�1� a� ; �2�

where the coefficient a is referred to as the anomalous
magnetic moment. In particular, measurements [7] suggested
that ae � �1:15� 0:04� � 10ÿ3.

In [8, 9], Schwinger was the first to show that the
difference of ge from 2 is due to radiative corrections and
calculated the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron in
the leading order of the perturbation theory: ae � a=�2p� �
1:16� 10ÿ3, which was in remarkable agreement with
experimental measurements. This result, as well as the
calculation of the Lamb shift discovered in 1947 [10], was a
triumph of the new theory, quantum electrodynamics
(QED).

The measurement in [7] was the first in a series of
experiments to measure ae with ever increasing accuracy. In
two decades, by the early 1970s, the measurement precision of
ae increased by 3±4 orders of magnitude, up to a few parts per
million (ppm). A detailed review of the history of the
development of the main methods and results of measure-
ments of the electron gyromagnetic ratio can be found in [11].
Later on, the best results were obtained by the resonance
method, which measures one electron or positron captured in
a Penning trap [12]. In the best experiments to date [13, 14],
the respective measurement uncertainty of ae and ge equal to
0.24 parts per billion (ppb) and 0.28 parts per trillion (ppt) has
been achieved.

The possibility of measuring the muon anomalous
magnetic moment was predicted by Li and Yang as a
consequence of their hypothesis of parity violation in weak
interactions [15]. Because of the parity violation, muons turn
out to be unique laboratory objects: it is relatively easy to
produce beams of polarized muons, because muons created
from pion decays are longitudinally polarized, and the muon
spin direction can then be deduced from the angular
distribution of the decay electrons. In other words, nature
endowed muons with a `cost free' polarizer and polarimeter.

The first measurement of the muon gyromagnetic ratio gm
was carried out at the cyclotron of Nevis Laboratories in the
USA in 1957 [16]. The measurement accuracy at that time,
gm � 2:00� 0:10, did not allow arriving at a conclusion about
the muon anomalous moment. However, this experiment
established that the muon is a point-like particle (for a
composite particle, gm can significantly differ from 2) and
confirmed the parity violation in pion and muon decays. In
1960, more accurate measurements at the Nevis cyclotron
were reported [17]: gm � 2�1:00122� 0:00008�, which con-
firmed to an approximately 10% uncertainty that
am � a=�2p�, where a is the fine structure constant, i.e., that
the muon is a heavy analogue of the electron.

The nonzero value of a is a result of the interaction of a
particle with virtual particlesÐ fluctuations of quantum
vacuum fields. Therefore, measurements of the anomalous
magnetic moment allow estimating the total contribution due
to all existing fields (interactions), including those that are not
described by the Standard Model. The electron anomalous
magnetic moment is almost entirely due to electromagnetic
interactions. Therefore, high-precision measurements of ae
can be used to test QED, presently through the fifth order of
the perturbation theory �� �a=p�5�, and also to improveQED
parameters, for example, in order to obtain the most accurate
value of the fine structure constant a [13].

The electromagnetic interactions are somewhat less
dominant in the case of the muon anomalous magnetic
moment. As was first noted in [18], the large mass of the
muon increases the contribution due to massive fields relative
to the contribution to ae by a factor � �mm=me�2�43;000. In
other words, the muon enables us to `look into' the domain of
higher q 2 and to `see' the manifestation of fields beyond QED
(strong and weak interactions, and possibly interactions
beyond the Standard Model). Therefore, from the very
beginning, there has been great interest in measuring am as a
more sensitive tool to probe the theory.

The modern physical particle theory, the StandardModel
[19±21], was generally completed by the late 1960s. According
to the Standard Model, the physics of subatomic world is
described by electromagnetic (QED), strong (quantum
chromodynamics, QCD), and weak interactions. Thus far,
the Standard Model (SM) has demonstrated a remarkable
ability to describe phenomena observed in the realm of
elementary particles. The newest discoveries, for example,
neutrino oscillations, have called for a modification of the
SM. However, these modifications turned out to be minor
compared to the initial SM formulation, and they perfectly fit
into the main theoretical scheme.

Nevertheless, some observations, first of all astrophysical,
suggest that the Standard Model is incomplete at the funda-
mental level. For example, SM offers no possible candidates for
dark matter particles or for dark energy, which are reliably
deduced from a bulk of astrophysical observations.

There are many theories extending the Standard Model,
for example, a family of supersymmetric theories. There are
also theories that radically change our view on fundamental
physics, such as string theories. However, the existing
experimental data presently do not allow deciding in favor
of some of these theories. Therefore, one of the main study
areas in high-energy physics is the laboratory search for
phenomena `beyond the Standard Model'. Their discovery
would hasten the creation of a new, more complete theory of
elementary particles and the determination of possible
candidates for such a theory.

Experiments at ever increasing particle energies remain
themajor research area. Special hope is laid on the continuing
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) enabling
the creation of particles withmasses up to a fewTeV. Another
research avenue is performing experiments at relatively small
energies but with a very high precision. The purpose of such
experiments is to search either for very rare phenomena
prohibited or strongly suppressed in the Standard Model or
for differences between the measured values of some
quantities from the theoretical predictions. Measurements of
the muon anomalous magnetic moment represent the most
striking example of the latter experiments.

In the 1960±1970s, a series of measurements of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment with ever increasing precision
was carried out at CERN. The first experiment (CERN I) [22,
23] was able to achieve a relative uncertainty of 0.4% and to
confirm the QED prediction for am with contributions of the
order of a=p and �a=p�2. In the late 1960s, in the second
experiment (CERN II) [24], a relative uncertainty of 0.027%
was achieved, which enabled testing the QED predictions up
to the order of �a=p�3. In addition, in this experiment, the
muon anomalous magnetic moment was measured for both
m� and mÿ. In the 1970s, another series of experiments was
performed (CERN III) [25, 26], which for the first time used a
method that became a `gold standard' for subsequent
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measurements. The achieved uncertainty of 7.3 ppm (or
0.00073%) makes it possible to `probe' not only the QED
contribution but also the one due to strong interactions with
an accuracy of � 10%.

The next, and presently the most precise, experiment,
measuring the muon anomalous moment, E821 was carried
out in the late 1990s±early 2000s at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) [27] in the USA. Generally, the scheme of
the experiment was the same as in CERN III. However,
numerous improvements of virtually all subsystems and the
use of new approaches in the experimental setup enabled the
E821 experiment to reach an accuracy 14 times as high as in
the CERN III experiment. The analysis of all accumulated
statistics allowed measuring the muon anomalous magnetic
moment independently for mÿ and m� with an uncertainty of
0.7 ppm. The obtained results are in agreement with and
confirm the CPT invariance. The combination of results for
mÿ and m� led to a final uncertainty of 0.52 ppm. At this
precision level, contributions due to all interactions of the
Standard Model become significant.

Of interest is not the value of the muon anomalous
magnetic moment itself, but its difference from the calculated
value. In the SM, the calculation uncertainty of the electro-
magnetic (better than 0.001 ppm [28]) and electroweak (better
than 0.01 ppm [29, 30]) contributions significantly exceeds the
measurement accuracy of am. In the case of strong interac-
tions, the situation is fundamentally different. Their con-
tribution is rather high, � 60 ppm, and the present calcula-
tion uncertainty is estimated as � 40� 10ÿ11, which is very
close to the measurement accuracy for am and is much worse
than the calculation accuracy for other contributions. The
reason is that the strong interaction contribution a had

m cannot
be calculated from first principles in the perturbation theory
due to the nonperturbative nature of QCD. In fact, the only
method that presently enables the calculation of the leading
contribution to a had

m is the integration of the total cross
section of e�eÿ annihilation into hadrons. The contribution
due to each energy interval enters the integral with the weight
� 1=E 2, where E is the energy of the electron and positron in
the center-of-mass frame; therefore, the main contribution
comes from the low-energy region. Below, we use the kinetic
parameter s � 4E 2 for the energy scale.

The total cross section of e�eÿ annihilation into hadrons
or the closely related cross section ratio R�s� �
s�e�eÿ ! hadrons�=s�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� is well predicted in
QCD for high energies when perturbative methods can be
used. However, at low energies, the experimental measure-
ment of R�s� is the only way to determine it. In all existing
calculations of a had

m (e.g., [31, 32]), the integration in the
low-energy domain is performed using experimental data,
and at high energies using the perturbative QCD predic-
tions. The energy at which the transition from experimental
data to calculations occurs varies from 1.8 to 5 GeV in
different calculations. Thus, the measurement accuracy of
R�s� at low energies (from the threshold value 2mp to about
2 GeV in the center-of-mass frame) directly determines the
accuracy of calculations of the strong interaction contribu-
tion to the muon anomalous magnetic moment and hence
the uncertainty of the comparison of the measured and
calculated values of am. Here, the systematic measurement
error is decisive, because it is not averaged during the
integration.

In the energy domain
��
s
p

4 2 GeV under discussion, it is
very difficult to inclusively measure R�s�, i.e., to measure the

cross section of e�eÿ ! X directly, where X represents any
hadron state. This is due to the smallness of the particle
number mean multiplicity at these energies, and therefore a
highly effective detection requires the knowledge of the
process dynamics (in other words, the energy and angular
distribution of the secondary particles). However, exactly at
these energies, QCD is unable to predict the corresponding
distribution. Therefore, to measure R�s�, we use the exclusive
approach: the cross section sX�s� is measured separately for
each possible final stateX, andR�s� is calculated as the sum of
all exclusive cross sections. Thus, each possible final state
independently contributes to a had

m , and all these contributions
are added. Of all the final states, the simplest hadron channel
e�eÿ ! p�pÿ makes the leading contribution (about 80%).

The most accurate direct measurements of the exclusive
cross sections of hadron production were carried out at the
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, SB RAS, in a series of
experiments with CMD-2 (cryogenic magnetic detector,
CMD) [33] and SND (spherical neutral detector, SND) [34]
at the accelerator±storage complex VEPP-2M (colliding
electron±positron beams). The data were taken from 1993
until 2000, with the main results published in the early 2000s.
VEPP-2M completed operations in 2001, and a new e�eÿ

collider, VEPP-2000, was constructed [35] with a wider
working energy range up to 2 GeV and an order-of-
magnitude higher luminosity. Two detectors, CMD-3 [36]
and modified SND [37], started collecting experimental
statistics in 2010. The measurement of e�eÿ ! hadrons
cross sections is one of the principal goals of the experi-
ments. The results for some final states have already been
published [38].

In the early 2000s, the appearance of new high-luminosity
e�eÿ colliders, including B-factories BaBar [39] and Belle [40]
and j-factory KLOE (K0

L Long Experiment) [41, 42], made
it possible to develop a new method for hadron cross
section measurementsÐ the initial-state radiation (ISR)
method. The most detailed measurements of cross sections
by the ISR method were performed in the BaBar experi-
ment [43].

With all the existing measurements of R�s� taken into
account, the calculation uncertainty of am in the Standard
Model reached 0.3±0.4 ppm [44, 45]. In the E821 experiment,
a difference at a level of 3.5±4 standard deviations is observed
between measurements of the muon anomalous magnetic
moment and its Standard Model prediction. Considering the
complexity of the experiment and calculations, it is premature
to interpret such a discrepancy as a reliable manifestation of
interactions beyond the Standard Model. Nevertheless, this
result has aroused great interest in the scientific community,
and it is currently the most significant deviation between the
SM predictions and laboratory experiments.

In this review, we discuss state-of-the-art ofmeasurements
of the muon anomalous magnetic moment and its calculation
in the Standard Model.

2. Muon anomalous magnetic moment
in the Standard Model

In the Standard Model, all interactions except gravitational
ones (electromagnetic, strong, and weak) provide significant
contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment:

am � aQED
m � a had

m � aEW
m : �3�
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2.1 Contribution due to electromagnetic interactions
The contribution aQED

m due to electromagnetic interactions
dominates, the next important contribution due to strong
interactions being smaller by a factor of 10ÿ4. To date,
calculations through the fifth order in the perturbation
theory have been carried out. Although the calculation
uncertainty of the QED contribution significantly exceeds
the measurement errors, it is of interest to discuss this
contribution and factors determining the uncertainty in
more detail. In addition, it is of interest to compare the
results of calculations of aQED

m and aQED
e : in these calcula-

tions, an identical set of Feynman diagrams is used, but the
results are significantly different because different types of
diagrams dominate.

The electromagnetic contribution is traditionally written
as the expansion [46]

aQED
m �A1�A2

�
mm

me

�
�A2

�
mm

mt

�
�A3

�
mm

me
;
mm

mt

�
; �4�

where A1 is the contribution universal for all leptons. In the
diagram representation, it corresponds to diagrams that
either have no lepton loops or contain only loops of the
same leptons that are present in the external legs (i.e., muons
in the case of aQED

m and electrons in the case of aQED
e ). Other

contributions correspond to diagrams with loops in which
leptons differ from those in the external legs. Clearly, the
contributions A2 and A3 arise only in the respective second
and third orders of the perturbation theory.

Each of the contributions Ai can be represented in the
form of an expansion in a:

Ai � A
�2�
i

�
a
p

�
� A

�4�
i

�
a
p

�2

� A
�6�
i

�
a
p

�3

� A
�8�
i

�
a
p

�4

� A
�10�
i

�
a
p

�5

� . . . : �5�

It is also convenient to represent the final result as an
expansion in a:

aQED
m � C1

�
a
p

�
� C2

�
a
p

�2

� C3

�
a
p

�3

� C4

�
a
p

�4

� C5

�
a
p

�5

� . . . ; �6�

where the coefficients Ci are the sums of the corresponding
contributions A

�2i�
1 , A

�2i�
2 , and A

�2i�
3 .

In the leading order of the perturbation theory (Fig. 1),
only the universal contribution exists:

C1 � A
�2�
1 � 1

2
: �7�

This result was first obtained by Schwinger [9] in 1948.

In the next-to-leading order of the perturbation theory,
the QED contribution is described by 9 diagrams (Fig. 2).
Diagrams 1±7 are universal; the corresponding contribution
A1 was obtained in 1957 [47, 48]. The approximate expression
for the electron vacuumpolarization (diagram 8 in Fig. 2) was
obtained in 1957 [49, 50], and the exact one only 10 years later,
in 1966 [51]. Much later, a compact form for this expression
was found [52]. Ultimately, in the second order of the
perturbation theory we have (see, e.g., [53])

A
�4�
1 � ÿ0:32847896557919378 . . . ;

A
�4�
2

�
mm

me

�
� 1:0942583111�84� ;

A
�4�
2

�
mm

mt

�
� 0:000078064�25� ; �8�

C2 � 0:765857410�27� :
We note that errors are given forA

�4�
2 , while bothA

�4�
1 and

A
�2�
1 are calculated exactly. This is because A

�4�
2 depends on

the external parameters mm=me and mm=mt, which are only
known up to some uncertainty.

By comparing these results with similar calculations of ae
in the second order of the perturbation theory [53],

A
�e;4�
1 � ÿ0:32847896557919378 . . . ;

A
�e;4�
2

�
me

mm

�
� 5:19738670�28� � 10ÿ7 ;

A
�e;4�
2

�
me

mt

�
� 1:83762 �60� � 10ÿ9 ;

�9�

C e
2 � ÿ0:32847844400290�60� ;

it is possible to note that ifCm
1 � C e

1 in the leading order, then
C m

2 and C e
2 differ significantly in the next-to-leading order,

and the calculation uncertainty of C e
2 is significantly higher

because contributions depending on the lepton mass are
suppressed. These results clearly illustrate peculiarities of the
lepton vacuum polarization on different scales. When the
mass of a lepton in the loop is much smaller than that of a
lepton in external legs (electron loops in the calculation of am),

Figure 1. Leading-order [a=�2p�] contribution to the magnetic moment.

2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

m
m

g

g g te

1

Figure 2.Next-to-leading order contributions to am [45].
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the one-loop contribution is proportional to a large value of
the logarithm ln �mm=me� � 5:3, i.e., is significantly enhanced.
In the opposite case, where the mass of a lepton in the loop is
much larger than that of a lepton in the external legs (t-lepton
loops in the calculation of am), the single loop is proportional
to �mm=mt�2 � 0:0036, i.e., is significantly suppressed.

In the third order, the electromagnetic contribution is
described by more than 100 diagrams. The universal con-
tribution is described by 72 diagrams. Numerical calculations
of these diagrams were completed by the beginning of the
1990s [54]. Analytic calculations tookmore than 30 years, and
the final result was obtained in 1996 [55].

Contributions depending on the lepton mass ratios are
described by diagrams in which one of the leptons in internal
loops is substituted by an electron or a t lepton. These
contributions can be divided into two groups: polarization
ones, in which a lepton loop is inserted in one of the photon
lines, and light-by-light (LbL) scattering lines (Fig. 3).
Analytic expressions for the first and second groups were
obtained in [56] and [57]. The LbL scattering contributions
with an electron loop that first appeared in the third order
dominate because they contain terms � p2 ln �mm=me�: the
sum of polarization contributions with electron loops is
A
�pol; 6�
2 �mm=me� � 1:920455130�33�, and the total LbL scat-

tering contribution is A
�LbL; 6�
2 �mm=me� � 20:94792489�16�.

In the third order, contributions of type A3 appear, in
which both electron and t lepton loops are present. The
analytic expression for the A3 contribution was obtained in
1999 [58] and later independently confirmed in [59].

The combination of all third-order contributions of the
perturbation theory gives [53]

A
� 6�
1 � 1:181241456587 . . . ;

A
�6�
2

�
mm

me

�
� 22:86838002 �20� ;

A
�6�
2

�
mm

mt

�
� 0:00036051�21� ; �10�

A
�6�
3

�
mm

me
;
mm

mt

�
� 0:00052766�17� ;

C3 � 24:05050964�43� :

In the fourth order , the total number of diagrams exceeds
1000. The large number and complexity have not allowed
their analytic calculation. Starting from the fourth order, the
calculational tool is numerical integration, which was devel-
oped and perfected over many years by Kinoshita et al. [54].

The universal contribution in the fourth order is
described by 891 diagrams. The numerical integration of
these diagrams was completed by 1990 [60±64] and was later
improved in [65±69]. In 2017, the result of a semianalytic
calculation of the universal contribution that took about

20 years was published [71]. In this approach, the calculation
of 891 diagrams was reduced to a calculation of 334 master
integrals, which were computed with an extremely high
precision (9600 significant digits). By assuming that the
values of these integrals can be expressed through some
irrational numbers (ln 2, the Riemann zeta function z�n�,
harmonic polylogarithms, etc.), the authors used the PSQL
algorithm [72] to search for integer-valued relations and
found rational coefficients before the corresponding terms.
The result of this semianalytic calculation

A
�8�
1 � ÿ1:9122457649264455741526471674

39830054060873390658725345 . . . �11�

is in perfect agreement with the numerical integration results
given below.

As in the preceding orders of the perturbation theory, the
leading contribution to C4 comes from diagrams with
electron loops, i.e., A

�8�
2 �mm=me�. In total, there are 469 such

diagrams. This contribution was first found numerically
in [46]. Later, errors were found in the initial calculations
related to the insufficient accuracy of the 8-byte real
arithmetic (double precision in the Fortran code) and to
insufficient statistics of Monte Carlo simulations. Develop-
ment of the calculation methods and improvement of the
numerical code enable a significant increase in the accuracy
and reliability of the results [28, 73]. Some of the diagrams
were calculated analytically [70, 74±77]. The minor contribu-
tion of diagrams with t-lepton loops was calculated numeri-
cally.

The combination of all fourth-order contributions gives
[28]

A
�8�
1 � ÿ1:91298�84� ;

A
�8�
2

�
mm

me

�
� 132:6852�60� ;

A
�8�
2

�
mm

mt

�
� 0:04234�12� ; �12�

A
�8�
3

�
mm

me
;
mm

mt

�
� 0:06272�4� ;

C4 � 130:8734�60� :

The uncertainty of calculations is determined by the statistical
accuracy of the numerical integration by the Monte Carlo
method.

In the fifth order of the perturbation theory, the number
of diagrams is several dozen thousand. The universal
contribution itself is determined by 12,627 diagrams, and
until recently, only an estimate of this contribution was
available. In 2012, the first results of numerical calculations
of all diagrams determining the universal contribution were
presented in [68] and later improved in [69]. The initial

Figure 3. Third-order electromagnetic contributions to am due to light-by-light scattering.
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estimate of the leading contribution with electron loops,
A
�10�
2 �mm=me�, was performed in 1990 [46]. Independent,

more precise estimates were obtained in [78±81]. The full
fifth-order contribution was calculated only in 2012 [28].
Ultimately, in the fifth order of the perturbation theory, one
finds [26, 68]

A
�10�
1 � 7:795�336� ;

A
�10�
2

�
mm

me

�
� 742:18�87� ;

A
�10�
2

�
mm

mt

�
� ÿ0:068�5� ; �13�

A
�10�
3

�
mm

me
;
mm

mt

�
� 2:011�10� ;

C5 � 751:917�932� :
As in the fourth order, the calculation uncertainty is
determined by the statistical error of the numerical Monte
Carlo integration.

The sixth-order contribution is currently unknown;
however, initial estimates [28, 82] show that it can exceed the
uncertainty of the fifth-order contribution.

To calculate aQED
m using expansion (6), in addition to the

coefficients Ci discussed above, the expansion parameter a=p
must be known. Interestingly, the most precise value of the
fine structure constant a is inferred in [69] frommeasurements
of the electron anomalous magnetic moment ae [14] by
assuming that the contribution due to interactions beyond
the Standard Model can be ignored:

1

a
� 137:0359991570�29��27��18��331� : �14�

Of the four contributions presented above to determine the
accuracy of a, the first three correspond to the calculation
errors (of the fourth and fifth order and the uncertainty of the
weak and strong interaction contributions), and the last, the
leading one, corresponds to the measurement error of ae.

Table 1 lists the expansion coefficients Ci and the
contributions of the corresponding orders Ci�a=p�i to aQED

m
according to [45]. For comparison, similar expansion coeffi-
cientsC e

i for a
QED
e are given. The values of the coefficients are

slightly different from those given above, because they are
recalculated taking more precise values of a, mm=me, and
mt=me into account [83]. A principal difference between ae
and am can be seen: in the first case, the expansion coefficients
remain small and change sign, while in the second case the
coefficients rapidly increase with the expansion order. As
mentioned above, this is related to the domination of different
diagrams: the universal contribution for ae and diagrams with
electron loops for am. Despite the rapid increase in the
coefficients, the expansion parameter a=p is sufficiently

small to provide good conversion of the series. It is also
interesting that the leading order mostly contributes to the
calculation uncertainty in aQED

m : although the expansion
coefficient C1 is known exactly, it is so large that the
determination uncertainty of a becomes significant.

The final electromagnetic contribution to the muon
anomalous magnetic moment is [45]

aQED
m � �116584718:859� 0:026� 0:009� 0:017

� 0:006��0:034��� 10ÿ11 ; �15�

where the first four errors respectively correspond to the
uncertainties in a, the leptonmass ratio, and fourth- and fifth-
order calculations. The combined final uncertainty in aQED

m is
estimated to be 0:034� 10ÿ11, or 0.29 ppb, which is several
orders of magnitude better than the measurement error of am.

2.2 Contribution due to weak interactions
The contribution due to electroweak interactions in the
leading order of the perturbation theory was independently
calculated by several groups [84±87] in 1992, almost immedi-
ately after the proof [88, 89] of the renormalizability of the
then-recently formulated Standard Model [19, 20]. This
contribution is determined by the two diagrams shown in
Fig. 4, which partially cancel each other:

a �2�EWm �
���
2
p

GFm
2
m

16p2

�
10

3
�W� ÿ 5ÿ �1ÿ4 sin2 YW�2

3
�Z�
�

� ÿ388:71�0� �W� ÿ 193:90�1� �Z��� 10ÿ11

� 194:81�1� � 10ÿ11 ; �16�
whereGF is the Fermi constant andYW is theWeinberg angle.

The contribution due to the diagramwith theHiggs boson
exchange is negligibly small due to the smallness of the
corresponding coupling constant.

In the early 1990s, the weak interaction contribution was
rather `exotic': it was two orders of magnitude smaller than
the measurement error of am. Only with the beginning of the
planning of the experiment at BNL was interest aroused in a
more precise calculation of the weak interaction contribution.
The first estimate of the leading second-order contributions
[90] published in 1992 was unexpected: the second-order
contribution proved to be very significant, about 20% of the
leading-order contribution,

a �4�EWm � �ÿ42� 5� � 10ÿ11 ; �17�

due to the logarithmic enhancement � ln �MZ=mf� of indivi-
dual diagrams. This can be compared to the expected level of
electromagnetic corrections to the leading-order contribu-

Table 1. Contributions to aQED
m of various orders of the perturbation

theory.

Order C e
i Cm

i Cm
i �a=p�i, �1011

1
2
3
4
5

0.5
ÿ 0.32847844400
1.181234017
ÿ 1.9113(18)
9.16(58)

0.5
0.765857423(16)
24.05050982(28)
130.8734(60)
751.92(93)

116,140,973.2420(260)
413,217.6270(90)
30,141.9022(4)
380.9900(170)
5.0845(63)

m

g

�

Z

m

g

�

WW

nm

Figure 4. Leading-order contributions to am due to weak interactions.
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tion:

a �4�EW; g
m �

���
2
p

GFm
2
m

16p2
a
p
� 0:27� 10ÿ11 : �18�

The full calculation of the weak interaction contribution
to the next-to-leading order of the perturbation theory turned
out to be a difficult problem: this contribution is described by
1678 diagrams. Especially difficult is the need to take loop
diagrams with light quarks into account. In the second order,
triangle diagrams appear, an example of which is shown in
Fig. 5. A subset of such diagrams with lepton loops was taken
into account in [90]. However, it is known that the Adler±
Bell±Jackiw axial anomaly [91±93] arises in such diagrams,
which cancels if diagrams with all fermions of one flavor are
summed. Therefore, accounting for triangle diagrams with
quark loops that partially compensate lepton loops is
required. The first estimation of the contribution due to
triangle diagrams with fermion loops was obtained in [94],
and the full calculation of this contribution was carried out
in [95]. The contribution of other diagrams without fermion
loops was first calculated in [29], which enabled calculating
the full second-order contribution due to weak interactions.
This result was later improved in [96, 97]. The weak
interaction contribution depends on the Higgs boson mass
mH.After theHiggs boson discovery and the determination of
the mass [98, 99], the currently final second-order contribu-
tion is [30]

a �4�EWm � �ÿ41:20� 0:22� 0:72� � 10ÿ11 ; �19�

where the first contribution to the error is due to the
uncertainty in the Higgs boson mass mH and the top quark
massmt, and the second contribution is due to the calculation
uncertainty of hadron loops. Surprisingly, after multi-year
efforts and significant improvement in the calculation
methods, the final result proved to be very close to the initial
estimate (17) [90].

An estimate of the weak interaction contribution in the
third order was obtained in [96, 97] in the logarithmic
approximation:

a �6�EWm � �0:16� 0:20� � 10ÿ11 : �20�

Finally, the weak interaction contribution to the muon
anomalous magnetic moment is [30]

aEW
m � �153:6� 1:0� � 10ÿ11 ; �21�

where the error comes from the uncertainty in mH and mt, as
well as the calculation uncertainty of quark diagrams and the
possible third-order contribution. Although the calculation
accuracy of aEW

m is more than an order of magnitude lower
than that of aQED

m , the absolute value of its uncertainty is an
order of magnitude higher than the measurement error of am.

2.3 Contributions due to strong interactions
The strong interaction contribution to am, although being
four orders of magnitude smaller than the electromagnetic
contribution, is very significant compared to the experimental
errors. This contribution is about 10 times as high as the
CERN III experimental error and 100 times as high as the
measurement error of am at BNL. Therefore, it is important to
calculate a had

m with a high relative accuracy � 10ÿ2ÿ10ÿ3.
The main diagrams determining a had

m are presented in
Fig. 6. In the strong interaction contribution, three terms are
commonly distinguished: the leading-order (LO) term (from
hadron vacuum polarization) a had;LO

m (Fig. 6a), the next-to-
LO (NLO) term a had;NLO

m (Fig. 6b±d), and the LbL term
a had;LbL
m (Fig. 6e):

a had
m � a had;LO

m � a had;NLO
m � a had;LbL

m : �22�

2.3.1 Contribution due to the hadron vacuum polarization.Due
to the smallness of the electromagnetic and weak interaction
coupling constants, the perturbation theory enables a high-
accuracy calculation of the corresponding contribution. In
the case of strong interactions, the perturbation theory is
applicable only at high energies where the effective QCD
coupling constant becomes small. In calculations of am, the
characteristic momentum transfer is of the order of the muon
mass, which is significantly smaller than the characteristic
energies for asymptotic freedom (about several GeV). There-
fore, calculation methods suitable for aQED

m and aEW
m are not

applicable to the calculation of a had
m .

A method of calculation of the leading contribution
a had;LO
m due to hadron vacuum polarization (the diagram in

Fig. 6a) based on the use of dispersion relations was proposed
in the 1960s [100±103]. To date, it remains the only method
that allows achieving the required accuracy.

g

m m

f

Z

g

Figure 5. Example of triangle diagrams occurring in the next-to-leading

order in calculations of the weak interaction contributions.

a b c d e

H HHH He

H

Figure 6. Contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment due to strong interactions.
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We outline the main steps of the derivation of the key
dispersion integral used to calculate ahad;LO

m . The photon
propagator can be represented as a sum of one-particle-
irreducible blocks of loop diagrams, none of which can be
decomposed into two independent blocks by cutting one
photon line (Fig. 7). The contribution from each such block
is described by the polarization operator q 2P 0�q 2�. Adding
all contributions yields the photon propagator that takes loop
insertions into account:

iD�q 2� � ÿ i

q 2
ÿ
1ÿP 0�q 2�� : �23�

Keeping only one irreducible block (as in the diagram in
Fig. 6a), we obtain

iD�q 2� � ÿ i

q 2

ÿ
1�P 0�q 2�� : �24�

The analytic properties of P�s� following from the
causality principle allow writing the dispersion relation as

ÿP 0�q 2�
q 2

�
�1
0

ds

s

1

p
ImP 0�s� 1

q 2 ÿ s
: �25�

Formula (25) can be interpreted as follows: the part
ÿP 0�q 2�=q 2 of photon propagator (24) corresponding to
vacuum polarization is equivalent to the sum of contribu-
tions due to massive photons m 2

g � s with the propagator
1=�q 2 ÿ s� integrated with the weight ImP 0�s�=�ps�.

The contribution to am from the diagram with a massive
photon exchange, m 2

g � s, was calculated in [18, 104]:

a
m 2

g�s
m � a

p
Km�s� ; where

Km�s� �
�1
0

dx
x 2�1ÿ x�

x 2 � �s=m 2
m ��1ÿ x� :

�26�

Using integral representation (25) for the photon
propagator, it is possible to calculate the contribution of
vacuum polarization to the muon anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon as a sum of contributions due to
massive photon exchange (26) integrated with the weight
ImP 0�s�=�ps�:

aVP
m � a

p

�1
0

ds

s

1

p
ImP 0�s�Km�s� : �27�

The optical theorem, which results from the scattering
matrix unitarity, allows relating the imaginary part of the
polarization operator to the total cross section of particle
production in electron±positron annihilation (Fig. 8):

ImP 0�s� � as

4pja�s�j2 s�e�eÿ ! g � ! anything��s� : �28�

Contributions of both lepton and hadron vacuum polar-
izations are included in the polarization operator P 0�s�. The
contribution due to hadron loops has already been taken into
account in the calculation of the electromagnetic contribu-
tion. When calculating the contribution due to strong
interactions in the leading order (see the diagram in Fig. 6a),
only the hadron vacuum polarization has to be taken into
account. Hence, we finally obtain the formula for a had;LO

m

a had;LO
m � a2

3p2

�1
4m 2

p

ds

s
R�s�Km�s� ; �29�

where R�s� is the normalized total hadron production cross
section in electron±positron annihilation:

R�s� � s�e�eÿ ! g � ! hadrons��s�
4pja�s�j2=�3s� : �30�

We often use other equivalent expressions for R�s�:

R�s� � s�e�eÿ ! hadrons�
s�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� ;

s�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� � 4pja�s�j2
3s

; �31�

or

R�s� � s0�e�eÿ ! hadrons�
s0�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� ;

s0�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� � 4pa2

3s
: �32�

Formula (29) can be rewritten in the form

a had;LO
m �

�
amm

3p

�2 �1
4m 2

p

ds

s 2
R�s� K̂�s� �33�

with the redefined convolution kernel

K̂�s� � 3s

m 2
m
Km�s�

which is a slowly varying monotonic function asymptotically
tending to unity (Fig. 9). It is in this form that this expression
is most frequently used in the literature.

Formula (33) allows calculating a had;LO
m using a known

R�s�. Equation (33) was obtained from the fundamental
assumptions of causality and unitarity; therefore, it can be
considered exact in the relevant order of perturbation
theory. However, it is important to understand how R�s� is
related to the observed cross sections. The above derivation
suggests that R�s� corresponds to all diagrams in which the
virtual photon decays into one or more hadrons and an
arbitrary number of other particles. Some important

= + + + . . .

Figure 7. Photon propagator representation as a sum of one-particle-

irreducible blocks, each of which has the corresponding polarization

operator.

=

2

2 Im

Figure 8. Illustration of the optical theorem.
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remarks about the relation of R�s� to observed cross sections
can be made here.
� Both definitions, (31) and (32), use the muon produc-

tion cross section s�e�eÿ ! m�mÿ� in themm � 0 limit. When
the real muon cross section is used, the term compensating a
change in the phase space must be added.
� R�s� corresponds to the hadron production via one

virtual photon. Processes with several photon exchanges or
photon emission by initial particles should not be taken into
account in R�s�; however, they cannot be completely
excluded from the observed processes using selection
criteria. Therefore, the observed hadron production cross
sections should be supplemented with radiative corrections,
which are known to an accuracy of 0.1±1%. Processes with
photon emission by final hadrons should be taken into
account in R�s�.
� R�s� corresponds to one-particle-irreducible insertions

in the photon propagator, and therefore hadron production
should proceed via one virtual photon without loop inser-
tions. In the observed process e�eÿ ! g � ! hadrons, the
virtual photon is described by the full propagator with the
vacuum polarization taken into account. Therefore, the
vacuum polarization contribution should be excluded from
the observed cross section.

The measured hadron cross sections are typically
normalized to the Bhabha cross section of e�eÿ ! e�eÿ. In
this case, definition (32) is actually used. The observed
number of events is normalized to the Bhabha scattering
cross section calculated with all possible corrections. The
obtained hadron production cross section is corrected for the
emission of real photons, and the vacuum polarization
contribution ja�s�=aj2 is subtracted. The obtained bare cross
section s 0�e�eÿ ! hadrons� is used to calculate R�s�.
Another possibility is to normalize hadron cross sections to
the cross section of e�eÿ ! m�mÿ. In this case, it is necessary
to add corrections for the emission of real photons, but the
vacuum polarization contribution is automatically canceled.

The dependence a�s� can be obtained from Eqn (23) and
the normalization condition as s! 0 [105]:

a�s�� a
1ÿDa�s� ; Da�s��4paRe

ÿ
P 0�s� ÿP 0�0�� : �34�

However, in this case, both lepton P 0l and hadron P 0h
contributions to the polarization operator must be taken
into account:

P 0�s� � P 0l �s� �P 0h�s� : �35�

The lepton contribution is calculated using perturbation
theory, and to calculate the hadron contribution, a disper-

sion relation similar to (29) is used:

Dahad�s� � P 0h�s� ÿP 0h�0��ÿ
as
3p

�1
0

R�s 0�
s 0�sÿ s 0 ÿ i0� ds

0 :

�36�

The dependence a�s� in the energy range below 1 GeV was
recently measured [106] and found to be in agreement with
model (36).

In the low-energy range, experimental data can only be
used to calculateR�s�; there is no othermeans to calculate this
quantity from first principles. In the high-energy range, the
situation is the opposite: R�s� can be calculated using
perturbative QCD [107], enabling a higher precision than in
the existing experiments. Therefore, in calculating a had;LO

m ,
integral (33) is split into two parts:

a had;LO
m �

�
amm

3p

�2 � E 2
cut

4m 2
p

ds

s 2
Rexp�s� K̂�s�

�
�
amm

3p

�2 �1
E 2
cut

ds

s 2
RpQCD�s� K̂�s� ; �37�

where Ecut is the energy above which the calculated value of
R�s� is used. The energy Ecut varies in different calculations.
For example, in the recent calculation in [44], the computed
value of R�s� is used in the energy range 1.8±3.7 GeV and
above 5.0 GeV.

In the described method, the calculation of a had;LO
m

reduces to measuring the hadron creation cross section from
e�eÿ annihilation. Direct measurements are carried out at
e�eÿ colliders. In the region of relatively high energies,��
s
p

0�1:8ÿ2� GeV, inclusive measurements of the cross
section s �e�eÿ! hadrons� are carried out (see, e.g., [108±
111]), in which any nonzero number of hadrons can be
identified in the final state (in other words, R�s� is measured
directly). At lower energies, a low particle multiplicity does
not allow a high-precision detection efficiency: it becomes
significantly different for different final states. At the same
time, in this energy range, a higher measurement accuracy is
required due to an increase in the integrand in (33) at small s.
Therefore, in the energy range

��
s
p

92 GeV, the exclusive
measurement of cross sections of each separate final hadron
state e�eÿ ! 2p; 3p; 4p; 2K; . . . is mainly used, and ahad;LO

m is
calculated as a sum of contributions due to individual final
hadron states:

a had;LO
m �

X
X�p0 g;p�pÿ;...

aX;LO
m

�
X
X

�
mm

3p

�2 �
ds

s

3

4p
s 0�e�eÿ ! X� �s� K̂�s� : �38�

Table 2 shows the contributions to a had;LO
m from principal

hadron channels in the energy range up to 1.8 GeV according
to [45]. Themajor contribution to a had;LO

m , about 3/4, is due to
the process e�eÿ ! p�pÿ, which is due to both the large value
of the cross section because of the r�770� resonance and an
increase in the integrand in (38) as 1=s. The next-to-leading
contributions are due to vector resonances o�782� and
j�1020� and the process e�eÿ ! 4p. In general, the contribu-
tion due to the energy range

��
s
p

< 2 GeV amounts to about
93%of the total value of a had;LO

m . Therefore, measurements of
the exclusive cross sections e�eÿ ! hadrons at low energies,

0.39

0.63

1

4m2
p s

K̂�s�

Figure 9.Kernel K̂�s� in dispersion relation (33) [45].
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in particular, the precise measurement of the cross section of
e�eÿ ! p�pÿ, play the key role in determining a had;LO

m .
The first measurements of hadron cross sections and

determinations of the parameters of vector resonances r, o,
and j were carried out at the e�eÿ colliders VEPP-2 in
Novosibirsk [112] and ACO (Anneau de Collision d'Orsay)
(France) [113±115]. These measurements enabled an estima-
tion of a had;LO

m to a 10%uncertainty [102, 103], corresponding
to the experimental errors of am in the CERN III experiment.

Most of the e�eÿ colliders constructed in different
laboratories around the world were designed to carry out
high-energy experiments. For a long time, VEPP-2M was the
only e�eÿ collider capable of working at low energies. On this
collider, which operated from 1975 until 2000, a series of
measurements of hadron cross sections was performed at low
energies

��
s
p

< 1:4 GeV. The first significant step toward
increasing the accuracy of a had;LO

m to � 2% was made due to
hadron cross section measurements in the OLYA, CMD
[116], and ND (neutral detector) [117] experiments with the
VEPP-2M collider, in particular, measurements of the cross
section of e�eÿ ! p�pÿ [118]. However, this was insufficient
to reach an accuracy of about 0.8%, corresponding to the
experimental uncertainty in am at BNL. Two experiments,
CMD-2 [33] and SND [34], which started taking data in 1993
and 1996, performed a series of hadron cross section
measurements at energies up to 1.4 GeV (Fig. 10), most of
which remain the most precise direct measurements to date.

In particular, measurements of the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross
section with the CMD-2 detector [119±123] achieved an
accuracy better than 1%.

VEPP-2M completed operation in 2001. In its place,
construction of the VEPP-2000 collider [35] with a wider
working energy range up to 2 GeV and an order-of-
magnitude higher luminosity began. Two detectors, CMD-3
[36] and upgraded SND [37], started running in 2010.
Measurements of the e�eÿ ! hadrons cross sections are one
of the principal goals of the experiments. Results for several
final states have already been published [38].

Even the hadron cross sections measured at VEPP-2M,
the calculation uncertainty of a had;LO

m was worse than
expected (and achieved) for am at BNL. This stimulated the
search for alternative tools for measuring the cross sections
e�eÿ ! hadrons, in addition to direct measurements. The
first of such tools was based on the analysis of spectra of
hadron decays of the t lepton [124]. In the Standard Model,
interaction vertices of W and g with a pair of quarks are
strongly related. Under the assumption of the isospin
symmetry, the decay tÿ ! pÿp0nt can be related to the
e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross section (Fig. 11): the spectral function
v1;pÿp0�s� representing the normalized mass distribution in the
t decay,

v1; pÿp0�s� �
m 2

t

6jVudj2SEW

Br �tÿ ! pÿp0nt�
Br �tÿ ! eÿnt�ne�

� dNpÿp0

Npÿp0 ds

��
1ÿ s

m 2
t

�2�
1� 2s

m 2
t

��ÿ1
; �39�

is related to the isovector component of the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ

cross section as

s I�1�e�eÿ ! p�pÿ��s� � 4pa2s v1;pÿp0�s� : �40�

Here, Vud is the Cabibbo±Kobayashi±Maskawa (CKM)
matrix describing transitions between u and d quarks, and
Npÿp0 is the number of tÿ ! pÿp0nt events. The factor SEW is
needed to take electroweak radiative corrections into
account [125]. Initially, the hadron cross sections that were
known with better accuracy were used to predict the spectral

Table 2.Contribution to dispersion integral (33) from themain channels of
e�eÿ ! hadrons in the energy range 0.318 GeV 4

��
s
p

4 2 GeV. (Data
from [45].)

Final state (X) Contribution to
integral (33), �1010

Fraction
in a had;LO

m , %

p0g
p�pÿ

p�pÿp0

p�pÿp0p0

p�pÿp�pÿ

K�Kÿ

KSKL

4.00� 0.16
502.16� 2.44
44.32� 1.48
19.69� 2.32
14.80� 0.36
21.99� 0.61
13.10� 0.41

0.58
73.10
6.45
2.87
2.15
3.20
1.91

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
��
s
p

, GeV

100

103

s, nb

102

101

10ÿ1

CMD-2 jFp j2

CMD-2 p�pÿp�pÿ

CMD-2 p�pÿp0

CMD-2 p�pÿp0p0

CMD-2K�Kÿ

CMD-2K�Kÿ

CMD-2KSKL

CMD-2 Zg

CMD-2 Zp�pÿ

CMD-2 p0e�eÿ
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SND p0g
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Figure 10. (Color online.) Hadron cross section measured in the CMD-2 and SND experiments using the VEPP-2M collider.
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functions and relative probabilities of hadron t decays [126].
However, precise measurements of the spectral functions in
the ALEPH experiment [127] make it possible to reverse the
situation and to use these data to improve the hadron cross
sections. This approach was first implemented in [128], and
the accuracy of ahad;LO

m was improved at that time from 2.2%
(e�eÿ only) to 1.3% (e�eÿ � t). This calculation took the
corrections due to isospin symmetry breaking into account:
the presence of the isoscalar component of the
e�eÿ ! hadrons cross section, the mass difference between
p0 and p�, and the emission of photons by final-state
particles.

With the appearance of more accurate measurements of
the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross sections in the CMD-2 and SND
experiments and ISR measurements (to be discussed below),
it became clear that there is a systematic difference between
direct measurements of hadron cross sections and their
predicted values from t decays. In terms of ahad;LO

m , the
difference was 1.5±2%, which exceeded the accuracy in the
BNL experiments. The appearance of new measurements of
spectral functions [129] has not fundamentally changed the
situation.

The discrepancy between the t and e�eÿ data persisted for
more than 10 years, until it was shown in [130] that an
additional correction related to the isospin symmetry break-
ing due to gÿr mixing must be taken into account. This
correction fully compensated the systematic difference
between the t and e�eÿ data. In spite of resolving the
problem with this difference, the t data are not presently
used to calculate ahad;LO

m , because of both the appearance of
many new collider measurements of hadron cross sections
and the impossibility of accurately taking the isospin
symmetry breaking corrections into account.

New data were obtained using the initial-state radiation
(ISR) measurements of hadron cross sections. The idea of the
method [131±135] is to infer the energy dependence of the
s�e�eÿ!X��s� cross section from the invariant mass spec-
trum of a hadron system X in the process e�eÿ ! X� g,
where the photon is emitted by one of the initial particles
(Fig. 12):

ds�e�eÿ ! X� g��s; s 0�
d
����
s 0
p

� 2
����
s 0
p

s
e�s; s 0�W�s; x� s 0�e�eÿ ! X��s 0� ; �41�

where
��
s
p

is the e�eÿ energy in the center-of-mass system
(c.m.s),

����
s 0
p

is the c.m.s. hadron system energy, and e�s; s 0�
is the detection efficiency. The radiator function W�s; x�
describing the probability of emission of a photon carrying
the fraction x � 1ÿ s 0=s of the initial energy can be
calculated in QED with radiative corrections [134].

An advantage of the ISR method is that the accumula-
tion of statistics is performed with a constant energy

��
s
p

of
beams at the collider: the scanning of the available energy

range
����
s 0
p

<
��
s
p

is done automatically due to the detection
of events with different energies carried away by the emitted
photon. A disadvantage is that the detection cross section
of the process e�eÿ ! X� g is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than that of the e�eÿ ! X process due to an
additional radiation vertex � a. The ISR measurements
became possible due to the appearance of new high-
luminosity colliders: BaBar [39] and Belle [40] B-factories
and KLOE [41, 42] j-factory. The construction of these
colliders does not allow scanning wide energy ranges;
however, their luminosity in a narrow region near the energy
U�4S� for the B-factory and j�1020� for the j-factory is
several orders of magnitude higher than that of the previous
generation of colliders.

The most detailed measurement by the ISR method was
done in the BaBar experiment [43] (Fig. 13). Since the
publication of review [43], more than 10 additional exclusive
channels have beenmeasured, which are not shown in Fig. 13.
All exclusive channels probed earlier by VEPP-2M were
typically measured with a larger statistics and in a wider
energy range. In addition, a great number of modes with a
significant cross section beyond 1.4 GeV unavailable for
VEPP-2M were measured.

In the BaBar experiment [135, 136], the leading cross
section of e�eÿ ! p�pÿ was measured with a record-high
systematic accuracy of 0.5%. A series of measurements of the
e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross section was performed in the KLOE
experiment [137±139]. Because the initial c.m.s. energy in
this experiment was about 1 GeV, the measurements were
performed only for energies below 1 GeV. The KLOE
experiment enabled the comparison of three measurement
methods: with radiation photon detection, without photon
detection, and with normalization to the e�eÿ ! m�mÿg
process. Quite recently, measurement of the pion formfactor
by the ISR method in the BES III (Beijing Spectrometer)
experiment [140] has been reported.

Presently, the statistics on hadron cross section measure-
ments by the ISR method are much larger than those from
direct VEPP-2M measurements. However, a detailed com-
parison, which is possible only for the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross
section measured with a high accuracy in several experiments,
shows that there are differences between the measurement
results beyond the claimed systematic errors. It is currently
unclear whether these differences are due to underestimated
systematic experimental errors or to more fundamental
limitations of the ISR method (for example, related to the
incorrect description of the radiator function). We note that a
similar radiator function is used to calculate radiative
corrections in direct hadron cross section measurements.
However, in direct measurements, the main effect is deter-
mined by low x, whereas in the IRS measurements, it is
determined by high x.

The history of a had;LO
m calculations includes dozens of

papers differing by the experimental data used, their unifica-
tion method, the energy range of calculations by perturbative
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Figure 11. Relation of the decay tÿ ! pÿp0nt to the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross
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Figure 12. (Color online.) Initial-state radiation method.
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QCD (pQCD), etc.
Figure 14 shows a retrospective comparison of the results

of the best known calculations. It is easily seen how the
accuracy increased in the 2000s when new hadron cross
section measurements became available from the CMD-2,
SND, BaBar, andKLOE experiments. Currently, to calculate
a had;LO
m , only e�eÿ data obtained by both the energy scanning

method (CMD-2, SND) and the ISRmethod (BaBar, KLOE,
BES-III) are used. The total experimental error increases due
to a factor taking systematic deviations between the measure-
ments into account. The integration is performed in a model-

independent way (for example, by the method of trapezoids).
Such an approach was first accurately used in [141]. In
previous works, for example, in [144] in 1990 (with the result
of this paper presented in Fig. 14 among others), the hadron
cross sections were approximated by a function that was
subsequently used to calculate the dispersion integral.
Although this approach allowed decreasing the statistical
error, it led to the appearance of an uncontrolled model error.

The results of the latest estimates of ahad;LO
m in [44, 45] that

take all existing data into account give

a had;LO
m � �693:1� 3:4� � 10ÿ10 �0:49%� ; �42�

a had;LO
m � �688:07� 4:14� � 10ÿ10 �0:60%� : �43�

Despite a number ofmeasurements of the e�eÿ ! p�pÿ cross
section with an accuracy better than 1%, this channel makes
the main contribution to the error of a had;LO

m , about 0.35±
0.4%. The next important error contribution is due to the
channel e�eÿ ! p�pÿp0p0. The smaller error in (42) is
primarily due to the preliminary measurements of the
e�eÿ ! p�pÿp0p0 cross section by the ISR method in the
BaBar experiment.

Hadron cross section measurements in the ongoing
CMD-3 and SND experiments [38] will play an important
role in further decreasing the error in determining a had;LO

m .
Thanks to the high luminosity of the VEPP-2000 collider, the
statistics in both experiments are several times larger than
those in the ISR experiments. This will enable a detailed
matching of the direct measurements of the hadron cross
section energy dependencewith the ISRmeasurements, which
can possibly resolve the observed discrepancies. Moreover,
the rich statistics allow experimental tests of the models used
in the calculation of radiative corrections in direct measure-
ments and of the radiator function in the ISR method.
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Figure 13. (Color online.) Hadron cross sections as measured by the initial-state radiation method in the BaBar experiment. (From [43].)
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Figure 14.Review of the calculations of the leading-order contribution due

to strong interactions a had;LO
m . Presented are data from [31, 32, 44, 45, 103,

118, 128, 141±148]. The shaded strip shows the difference between the

most precise measurement of am (in the E821 experiment) and the sum of

all contributions in the Standard Model except a had;LO
m .
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Thanks to the fast increase in computer power, it has
become possible to determine ahad;LO

m by a totally indepen-
dent method using QCD lattice calculations. In fact, this
method enables calculations of a had;LO

m from first principles
without the use of experimental data. To date, an accuracy of
1.5±2% has been reached [149±151], and the obtained results
are consistent with calculations based on the use of the
dispersion integral. It is expected that already in this decade,
the calculation accuracy will be better than 1%.

Presently, a had;LO
m is determined with an accuracy of about

0.5%. In the next few years, a significant accuracy increase in
the direct measurement of hadron cross sections and in lattice
calculations is expected. This gives rise to three independent
methods for calculating a had;LO

m , each with an accuracy of the
order of or better than 0.5%: the method using the direct
hadron cross section measurements, ISR measurements, and
first-principle lattice calculations. This will make it possible,
on the one hand, to increase the calculation accuracy, which is
needed in relation to the newmeasurements of am at Fermilab
(USA), and, on the other hand, to check the reliability of the
calculations at this accuracy level.

2.3.2 Next-to-leading-order contribution. The contribution to
the muon anomalous magnetic moment due to strong
interactions in the next-to-leading order of the perturbation
theory, a had;NLO

m , is defined by diagrams shown in Fig. 6b±d.
The LbL scattering term a had;LbL

m described by the diagram
shown in Fig. 6e, although appearing in the same order, is
considered separately in Section 2.3.3.

The contribution due to diagrams presented in Fig. 6b±d
can be calculated using the dispersion relations. Here,
integrals similar to (33) arise, but with other kernel func-
tions. For the first time, an estimate of the contribution due to
strong interactions in the next-to-leading order was obtained
in [142]. More accurate calculations were carried out in [152].
Subsequent series of calculations [31, 128, 147] confirmed this
result and improved its accuracy, mainly due to new
measurements of R�s�. The result of one of the calculations
[31] is

a had;NLO
m � �ÿ9:84� 0:06exp � 0:04rad� � 10ÿ10 : �44�

As in the case of the leading-order contribution, the
calculation accuracy of � 1% is mainly determined by the
calculation accuracy of R�s�. Due to the smallness of the
contribution itself (about 1.5% of a had;LO

m ), the accuracy of
determining a had;NLO

m does not significantly contribute to the
total calculation error of ahad

m .
Quite recently, the first estimates of the next-to-next-to-

leading contribution were obtained [153, 154]:

a had;NNLO
m � �1:24� 0:01� � 10ÿ10 : �45�

Although this contribution is much larger than one could
expect from the naive scaling a had;NLO

m =a had;LO
m � 1=70, a

good convergence of the perturbation theory series is
observed.

2.3.3 Light-by-light scattering contribution. Calculating the
LbL scattering contribution, ahad;LbL

m , which arises in the
next-to-leading order (the diagram in Fig. 6e), is the most
difficult. The calculation of the electromagnetic contribution
to am shows that such LbL scattering diagrams can be
logarithmically enhanced and provide the leading contribu-

tion in the corresponding order of the perturbation theory.
The value of a had;LbL

m cannot be calculated nor related to
experimental data using dispersion relations. The calculation
results turn out to be model dependent, which leads to a
rather high uncertainty.

The calculation of a had;LbL
m is a very active and extensive

topic of theoretical studies, which is beyond the scope of this
review. The calculation details can be found in reviews [45,
155] and the references therein. In this section, we briefly
discuss the state-of-the-art in this field.

The calculation of a had;LbL
m was carried out in the 1990s

independently by two groups: [156±158] and [159, 160].
Further development of the calculation method was pro-
posed in [161±163]. The last group found some errors and
shortcomings in the initial calculations. In particular, it was
noted that both groups independently obtained wrong sign
when calculating the leading contribution due to the
pseudoscalar meson exchange. The result of the initial
calculations was used to compare the first measurements of
am at BNL [164] with the Standard Model predictions. After
correcting the sign in the calculations, the discrepancy
between the measured and calculated values decreased by
almost a factor of two.

In these calculations, effective models are used in which
the hadron block in the diagram in Fig. 6e consisting of
quarks and gluons is substituted by an exchange by different
hadrons. The main contribution to a had;LbL

m is due to the
exchange by pseudoscalar mesons p0, Z, and Z 0, which
corresponds to the diagram shown in Fig. 15a. In addition,
the calculations take exchanges by 0��mesons (a0, f0, and f

0
0),

1�� mesons (a1, f1, and f 01), 2
�� mesons (a2 and f2), and

diagrams with pion loops into account (Fig. 15b). In the high-
momentum region, the contribution due to quarks and not
hadron loops is taken into account. To illustrate the
amplitude of different contributions, we give the results of
calculations in [45]:

a had;LbL
m � � 9:545�6:468� 1:487� 1:590� � 1:240|����������������������������������{z����������������������������������}

�p0;Z;Z 0�

� 0:755�0:189� 0:519� 0:047� � 0:271|����������������������������������{z����������������������������������}
�a1; f1; f 01�

ÿ 0:598�ÿ0:017ÿ 0:296ÿ 0:285� � 0:120|������������������������������������{z������������������������������������}
�a0; f0; f 00�

� 0:11�0:079�0:007�0:022�0:002� �0:01|�������������������������������������{z�������������������������������������}
�f 02; f2; a 02; a2�

ÿ 2:0� 0:5|�����{z�����}
�p-loop�

� 2:23� 0:4|������{z������}
�quark loop�

� 0:3� 0:2|�����{z�����}
�NLO�

�� 10ÿ10

� �10:34� 2:88� � 10ÿ10 : �46�

ba

p0;Z;Z0

m

p�

m

Figure 15.Main diagrams in calculations of ahad;LbL
m .
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This result can be compared to the so-called Glasgow
consensus (GC) [165],

a had;LbL
m;GC � �10:5� 2:6� � 10ÿ10 ; �47�

and to individual calculations, for example, by Jegerlehner
and Nyffeler (JN) [166] and Melnikov and Vainshtein (MV)
[163]:

a had;LbL
m; JN � �11:6� 4:0� � 10ÿ10 ; �48�

a had;LbL
m;MV � �13:6� 2:5� � 10ÿ10 : �49�

Recently, the first estimates of next-order corrections to
a had;LbL
m were obtained in [167], which arise in the same order

of the perturbation theory as ahad;NNLO
m :

a had;LbLÿNLO
m � �0:3� 0:2� � 10ÿ10 : �50�

This contribution has already been taken into account in (46).
The main properties of the LbL scattering contribution

are well understood. Essentially, except for the error in the
sign of the contribution due to pseudoscalar mesons men-
tioned above, the value of a had;LbL

m stays quite stable over the
whole history of calculations. The calculation accuracy is
determined by the model error; therefore, it is necessary to
determine the corresponding model parameters more accu-
rately.

In all calculations based on the effective model, hadron
form factors play the key role. In particular, in the case of the
p0 exchange, the transition form factor describes the vertex of
the p0gg interaction:

M�p0�q� ! g�p1; l1� g�p2; l2�
�

� e 2e �m�p1; l1� e �n�p2; l2� Emnab p a
1 p

b
2F p0�g�g� �q 2; p 2

1 ; p
2
2 �; �51�

where asterisks mark virtual (off-shell) particles,M�:::� is the
transition matrix element, q, p1, p2 are 4-vectors of the p0

meson and two photons, l1 and l2 are the polarizations of the
photons, e is the electron charge, e �m�p1; l1� and e �n�p2; l2� are
the polarizations, Emnab is the totally antisymmetric tensor,
and F p0�g�g� �q 2; p 2

1 ; p
2
2 � is the transition form factor. In the

general case where all particles are virtual,F p0�g�g� �q 2; p 2
1 ; p

2
2 �

is unobservable. However, in separate kinematic regions, it
can be related to experimentally observed quantities, which
enables imposing boundary conditions and continuing
F p0�g�g� into the unobserved region. In particular, the
constant F p0gg�m 2

p ; 0; 0� is related to the p0 ! gg decay
width, measured with an accuracy better than 3% [168].
Another boundary condition can be obtained by measuring
the transition form factor in the two-photon production
e�eÿ ! e�eÿp0, which corresponds to the measurement of
F p0g�g�m 2

p ;ÿq 2; 0�. These measurements were carried out in
the CELLO [169], CLEO [170], BaBar [171], and Belle [172]
experiments in the range of ÿq 2 from 1 to 35 GeV2. The
KLOE-2 experiment plans to measure the transition form
factor of p0 in the range of small ÿq 2 from 0.01 to
0.1 GeV2 [173]. Although such measurements are not
completely model independent, they allow significantly
constraining the admissible parameters of the model used
and accordingly decreasing the model uncertainty. Esti-
mates show that improvement by a factor of 2 to 3 can be
expected [174].

The lattice QCD calculations offer a model-independent
method to determine a had;LbL

m . Although the accuracy of
lattice calculations is still lower than that of effective
models, this research avenue has been topical in the last few
years [175±179]. One of the recent calculations [178] gives

a had;LbL
m �LQCD� � �5:35� 1:36� � 10ÿ10 ; �52�

which is almost half of (47). However, we note that only the
statistical error is given here. Systematic errors related to the
finite lattice size and other features of the calculations have
not been estimated yet.

Another prospect is to use lattice calculations to estimate
separate contributions to a had;LbL

m . In particular, in recent
papers [180, 181], lattice calculations have been used to
construct the transition form factor p0 ! g�g� with two
virtual photons F p0g�g� �m 2

p ; p
2
1 ; p

2
2 �, which was later used to

calculate the p0-exchange contribution to a had;LbL
m . The

obtained result

a had;LbL
m �p0;LQCD� � �6:50� 0:83� � 10ÿ10 �53�

is in good agreement with phenomenological estimates (46).

2.4 Anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
in the Standard Model
Combining the contributions due to electromagnetic (15),
weak (21), and strong interactions (42), (44)±(46), we obtain
the following estimate of the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon in the Standard Model:

am �SM� � 116 591 821 �45� � 10ÿ11 �0:39 ppm� : �54�

3. Measurements of the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon

3.1 Experimental measurements
of the muon anomalous magnetic moment at CERN
Basic principles of the precision measurements of the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon were realized in a
series of experiments carried out at CERN in the 1960s±
1970s.

The first measurements of gm and am [16, 17] were
performed for muons at rest: a muon beam was stopped in a
target placed in a uniform magnetic field, and the time
dependence of the muon spin direction was measured. The
precession frequency of the muon spin

x s � ÿgm eB

2m
ÿ eB

gm
�1ÿ g� �55�

is proportional to gm for muons at rest (g � 1). A very high
measurement precision of gm [17] (better than 0.01%) enabled
only a 10% measurement uncertainty of am due to its relative
smallness.

However, in experiments with moving muons, am can be
measured directly. In a uniform magnetic field perpendicular
to the direction of motion (bB � 0), a particle moves along a
circle with the cyclotron frequency oc:

x c � ÿ eB

mg
: �56�
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The difference between the spin precession and cyclotron
frequencies

xa � x s ÿ x c � ÿ
�
gÿ 2

2

�
eB

m
� ÿam eB

m
; �57�

is proportional to am and is independent of the muon
momentum. Therefore, to measure am and not gm, it is
necessary to measure the muon spin precession frequency
relative to its momentum, not in the rest frame.

The first experimental measurement of am using moving
muons was carried out at CERN in 1958±1962 (CERN I) [22,
23, 182]. The setup of the experiment is shown inFig. 16.A6m
dipole magnet occupied most of the installation. Polarized
muons from decays of pions produced in a synchrocyclotron
were injected into the magnet to hit a beryllium moderator,
where the mean momentum of the muons decreased to
� 100 MeV/c. In the magnetic field, muons started moving
along a circle. The unique magnetic field structure in the
magnet caused circulating muons to drift along the magnet.
At the end of the magnet, the muons entered the region with a
large gradient of the field and were directed outside to stop in
a detector. Because the detector was placed outside the
magnetic field, the spin of the stopped muons was `frozen' at
the instant they flew out from the magnet. The muon spin
direction in the detector was inferred from the angular
anisotropy of the decay electrons. In passing across the
magnet, muons made 1000 to 2000 revolutions, which
corresponded to about one spin precession period relative to
the momentum (one period with a frequency oa). The mean
counting rate of the decay electrons was approximately
0.25 Hz. The mean field that was `observed' by the muons
over the flight time was about 1.5 T.

The asymmetry of decay electrons as a function of the
muon flight time through themagnet is shown in Fig. 17.With
this dependence approximated as A�t��A sin �oat�ja�, the
final result was obtained: am�CERNI� � �1162� 5� � 10ÿ6

with an accuracy of 0.4%, which was by an order of
magnitude higher than the most precise measurements for
muons at rest. This result definitely confirmed that the muon
behaves like a heavy analogue of the electron. Statistical and

systematic errors approximately equally contributed to the
final uncertainty of the experiment. A further increase in
accuracy in the CERN I experiment was almost impossible.

The counting rate of decay electrons in the experiment
with moving muons is described by an exponential muon
decay superimposed on oscillations with the frequency oa:

N�t� � N�0� exp
�
ÿ t

gt

� �
1� A sin �oat� j�� ; �58�

where gt is the lifetime of a moving muon (and t is the lifetime
of a muon at rest), and A is the observed muon polarization
depending on the detection method. The statistical measure-
ment error of oa (and hence of the anomalous magnetic
moment) in experiments measuring N�t� with approximation
by the function in (58) is

dam
am
� doa

oa
�

���
2
p

oagt
����������
NA 2
p ; �59�

where N is the total number of decay events.
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To improve the accuracy, besides increasing the experi-
mental statistics, it is possible to increase the number of
observed precession periods (in the CERN I experiment,
only one period was observed). For this, it is necessary to
increase either the magnetic field (which increases oa) or the
muon lifetime by increasing g. Technically, it is very
challenging to increase the magnetic field: the 1.5 T field is
close to the maximum possible for large constant-field
magnets. Therefore, high-energy muons must be used.

The possibility of using high-energymuons appeared after
the Proton Synchrotron (PS) was commissioned. The second
experiment to measure am was carried out in 1962±1968
(CERN II) [24]. The general setup of the experiment is
shown in Fig. 18. Measurements were performed using
muons with the momentum 1.28 GeV/c (g � 12, gt � 27 ms).
To store the muons, a storage ring 5 m in diameter was
constructed with the mean magnetic field of 1.7 T. To keep
muons in the ring during the observation time, which was
200 ms (or 4000 revolutions), a small gradient of themain field
was introduced to obtain weak focusing with the field index
n � 0:13.

To inject a particle beam into an equilibrium orbit in a
uniform field, it has to be `kicked'; otherwise, after one
revolution, the beam would collide with the wall. To bypass
this difficulty, in the CERN II experiment, muons were not
injected into the ring but were produced directly inside it. A
proton beam from the PS with a momentum of 10.5 GeV/c
was directed onto a target placed in the magnetic field inside
the storage ring. The proton beam consisted of 2 to 3 narrow
bunches (with a duration of 10 ns) separated by a time interval
of 105 ns. The revolution time in the ring was 52.5 ns;
therefore. the muons created by different proton bunches
formed one common muon bunch. About 70% of the
protons interacted in the target to produce pions (in
addition to numerous other particles) with a momentum of
about 1.3 GeV/c. Around 20% of these pions decayed during
one revolution. Muons that flew forward during a pion
decay under a small angle went into an equilibrium orbit.
The polarization of the initial muon bunch was about 25%,
because the muons from pion decays with different momenta
and polarizations were also captured in the equilibrium
orbit.

In contrast to all previous experiments, the particles in
CERN II were not stopped in the detector to measure the
muon polarization; themuon decay in flight was used instead.

In the muon rest frame, the energetic electrons fly predomi-
nantly parallel (in the case of mÿ, antiparallel) to the muon
spin:� �1� A cosY�, whereY is the angle between the muon
spin and the electron momentum. More precisely, in the
ultrarelativistic limit me ! 0 (see, e.g., [183]), the angular
and energy spectrum of electrons is given by the formula

dG
de dO

� 2e 2�3ÿ 2e��1� A�e� cosY� ; �60�

where

A�e� � 2eÿ 1

3ÿ 2e
;

the sign � corresponds to the muon charge, and e is the
electron energy divided by its maximum value.

After the transition to the laboratory frame in which the
muon moves, the angular anisotropy in the rest frame turns
into a dependence of the momentum distribution of the decay
electrons on the muon spin. This effect can be explained as
follows. We assume that monoenergetic electrons are pro-
duced from muon decay in the rest frame. Then the electrons
flying along the muon direction have the maximum energy in
the laboratory frame. The fraction of such electrons increases
if the muon spin is directed along its motion (against for mÿ).
If a threshold electron energy is chosen, the number of
detected electrons oscillates with the frequency oa: it
increases when the muon spin is aligned with the muon
momentum and decreases to a minimum in the case of
counter-alignment (and conversely for mÿ). In fact, the
situation is more complicated because the electron spectrum
is not monoenergetic, but this does not change the picture
qualitatively. By selecting electrons with energies above the
threshold in the laboratory frame, we predominantly select
the ones moving in a certain direction in the rest frame, and
the number of such electrons oscillates together with the
muon spin precession.

To detect electrons produced in muon decays, counters
were mounted at the inner radius of the storage ring. The
momentum of most of the decay electrons is smaller than that
of the muon, and therefore they fly inside the storage ring and
hit the counters. The detection threshold was set at
� 750 MeV, which approximately corresponds to a max-
imum value of NA 2, which, as follows from (59), determines
the statistical error in precession frequency measurements.

The relativistic increase in the muon lifetime enabled the
experimental measurement of about 20 precession periods
(Fig. 19) with an uncertainty of 265 ppm: am�CERNII� �
�11661:6� 3:1� � 10ÿ7. The measurement uncertainty of am
in the CERN II experiment was 15 times higher than in the
CERNI experiment. In addition, for the first time, the
anomalous magnetic moment of muons of both signs was
measured (in all previous experiments, it was measured only
for m�) and a CPT violation bound was established:
am� ÿ amÿ � �5:0� 7:5� � 10ÿ7.

One more feature of the experiment should be noted. For
the first time, analysis of muon beam debunching was
performed to measure the momentum distribution of cap-
tured muons (the bunch structure is well seen in the bottom
distribution in Fig. 19). This method has been used in all
subsequent experiments.

The magnetic field inhomogeneity needed to keep the
muons stored limited the measurement precision: the con-
tribution due to the magnetic field uncertainty to the total
measurement error dam � 3:1� 10ÿ7 was about 1:9� 10ÿ7.
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Figure 18. Schematic of the second (CERN II) experiment for measuring

am [24].
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Any further significant precision increase in the CERN II
experiment was virtually impossible.

Meanwhile, there was great interest among the scientific
community in improving the measurement accuracy of am. In
1969, when the CERN II result was published, small
differences between the theory and experiment, of the order
of 2 to 3 standard deviations, were observed for the
anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and muon and
the Lamb shift (these deviations were later removed due to
improvement in the theory) [184]. In addition, it seemed
interesting to achieve an accuracy at which the contribution
due to strong interactions would be significant (which for the
muon is about 60 ppm).

The last of a series of experiments at CERN, CERNIII
[25, 26], performed in 1969±1976, established the `gold
standard' for subsequent experiments. The setup of the
experiment (Fig. 20) was based on that of the CERNII
experiment: muons were stored in a special ring with a
homogeneous magnetic field, and their polarization was
measured by detecting electrons from muon decays (Fig. 21).
However, a number of fundamental improvements allowed
surpassing the CERN II limitations.

The main contribution to the systematic error was due to
the magnetic field gradient needed to keep muons in the
vertical direction. In principle, there is no relation between the
spin precession and the vertical focusing: the former is
determined by the rest-frame magnetic field and the latter by
the electric field, and these fields can be formed indepen-
dently. In the CERNII experiment, the same magnetic field
was used for both precession and storage. In the CERNIII
experiment, a highly uniform magnetic field was achieved,
with the electric field formed by a system of eight electrostatic
quadrupoles located along the ring. This allowed achieving

the mean magnetic field uniformity observed by muons (i.e.,
the field averaged over the ring circumference) of about a few
ppm, which is two orders of magnitude better than in the
CERNII experiment. Thanks to the high magnetic field
uniformity, systematic errors related to the uncertainty in
the precise trajectory of muons and muon losses from the
beam were reduced dramatically.

However, the electric field affects the muon spin
precession frequency; therefore, in general, the uncertainties
in the electric field value and the muon orbit trajectory lead
to a systematic error in the am measurements. This problem
was bypassed by properly choosing the experimental para-
meters. In the presence of an electric field, the cyclotron
frequency is
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and the spin precession in the rest frame has the form

x s � ÿ e

m

��
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g

�
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g
g� 1

�bB� b

ÿ
�
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g� 1

�
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�
: �62�

The difference between these frequencies is

xa � x s ÿ x c � ÿ e
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�
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In the experiment, the muons move perpendicular to the
magnetic field, b B � 0, and hence the final expression for the
muon spin precession frequency relative to the momentum
has the form

xa � ÿ e

m

�
amBÿ

�
am ÿ 1

g 2 ÿ 1

�
b � E

c

�
: �64�

By choosing muons with such a momentum, when the
equality 1=�g 2 ÿ 1� � am holds, the term related to the
electric field vanishes, and we arrive at simple formula (57).
The corresponding momentum, which was called the `magic
momentum' in the literature, is pmagic � 3:094 GeV/c,
gmagic � 29:3.

Just this muon momentum was used in the CERNIII
experiment. This was the key change in the measurement
scheme compared to CERNII, enabling a new accuracy level
to be achieved. The momentum value determined the size of
the ring: for a magnetic field of 1.5 T, the ring radius was 7 m.

The next important change was the use of pion injection.
Proton injection in the CERN II experiment, where the
proton target was located inside the storage ring, had a
number of disadvantages: (1) a low muon capture efficiency,
(2) a high background level, and (3) a relatively low initial
muon polarization (about 25%) due to a large admixture of
muons from high-energy pion decays. In the CERN III
experiment, the proton target was placed outside the ring.
The optics of the pion channel enabled selecting pions with a
momentum of 3.11 GeV/c, which was slightly higher than the
`magic' one, withDp=p � 0:75%. To inject the pion beam into
the muon storage ring, a pulsed inflector was used, which for
� 10 ms compensated the main magnetic field along the pion
bunch path. The pions were injected into the ring tangent to
the equilibrium orbit at a somewhat larger radius. As in the
CERNII experiment, the kick was realized by the pion decay:
the muons flew out almost in the forward direction, where
they were captured by the storage ring. Only 25%of the pions
had time to decay during the first revolution, after which the
remaining pions struck the inflector wall. A major advantage
of pion injection was the high polarization of the captured
muons, about 95%, which was achieved thanks to pion bunch
monochromaticity. In addition, the background observed
immediately after the injection was drastically reduced.

In the CERNIII experiment, the method of beam
`scraping' was used for the first time. During a short time
interval after injection, the voltage at the electrostatic
quadrupoles was changed, resulting in the muon bunch
shift. The particles at the phase space boundary hit the
collimator and rapidly escaped from the beam. After

resetting the voltage on the electrodes, the `stripped' beam
returned to the standard orbit. This technique enabled a
drastic decrease in the number of muons escaping the storage
ring during measurement.

As in the CERNII experiment, the muon polarization
was measured by detecting electrons produced in muon
decays. For this, 20 counters were mounted at the inner ring
radius. The use of a large number of counters evenly placed
along the ring enabled increasing the detection efficiency of
the decay electrons several-fold compared with the CERN II
experiment.

In the CERN III experiment, more than 100 spin
precession periods were observed (Fig. 21) and a measure-
ment uncertainty of 7.3 ppm was reached: am�CERN III� �
�1165923� 8:5� � 10ÿ9. The anomalous magnetic moment
was measured for muons of both signs, and a new bound on
CPT invariance violation was established: am� ÿ amÿ �
�25� 16��10ÿ9 (10 ppm). The CERN III result confirmed
the contribution due to strong interactions to an accuracy of
10%.

The measurement uncertainty of am in the CERN III
experiment was improved by a factor of 35 over the CERN II
experiment due to a fundamental change in the experimental
scheme: the use of muons with the momentum pmagic �
3:094 GeV/c. In addition, increasing the muon polarization
from 25% to 95% played an important role. The systematic
measurement error was estimated to be 1.5 ppm, i.e., the
measurement uncertainty was determined by statistics.

In a series of three measurements conducted at CERN, a
setup of the `ideal' experiment to measure the muon
anomalous magnetic moment was developed. Many limita-
tions encountered by the CERN III experiment were purely
technological. A further increase in accuracy was made
possible due to the general technological development with-
out a major revision of the experimental setup.

3.2 E821 experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory
Around 1984, a collaboration for a new experiment to
measure am, E821, was created at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (USA). The preparation for and running of the
experiment took almost 20 years. The following fundamental
improvements over CERN III enabled achieving a new
accuracy level.

(1) The proton beam intensity in the AGS (Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron) of BNL was two orders of magnitude
higher than in the PS beam (CERN III).

(2) In the E821 experiment, polarized muons were
injected into the ring, which significantly (by approximately
a factor of 300) increased the muon production efficiency and
decreased the background during injection. Muon injection
required adding a new element to the storage ringÐa muon
kicker.

(3) The main magnetic field in E821 was produced by a
superconducting magnet enabling a high field stability. A
special construction of the magnet provided the field
uniformity up to 1 ppm, several times better than in the
CERNIII experiment.

(4) The electronics of the calorimeters installed to detect
decay electrons allowed digitizing the signal shape and the
energy deposition in the calorimeters. This made it possible to
significantly decrease systematic errors due to the dependence
of the detection efficiency on the instantaneous calorimeter
load, in particular, due to the overlap of signals from several
electrons (pileup).
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To produce polarized muons with a momentum of
3.094 GeV/c, a proton bunch with a momentum of 24 GeV/c
from the AGS was directed toward a nickel target (Fig. 22).
Energetic pions created in the target at a small angle to the
direction of the incoming protons were collected and directed
into the channel in which turning magnets and the K1, K2
collimator system selected particles with amomentum slightly
exceeding the required muon momentum. The selected pions
were directed to a decay channel 80 m in length, where a
noticeable portion of the pions decayed. The system of
turning magnets and the K3, K4 collimators at the output of
the channel allowed selecting the particles (muons) with a
mean momentum of 3.094 GeV/c.

The parameters of the channel were chosen to optimize
the properties of the bunch injected into the storage ring. The
key parameters of the experiment included the number of
captured muons, the muon polarization, and the number of
pions injected together with muons. Using modeling and
during the commissioning and running of the channel, an
optimal configuration was found in which the K1, K2
collimator selected pions with a momentum of 3.115 GeV/c,
�1:7� 0:5�% higher than the required muon momentum. In
such a configuration, approximately 10ÿ5 pions per proton
reached the rectilinear channel, and 1:2� 10ÿ7 muons were
injected into the storage ring; here, the muon bunch
polarization was 95%.

One running cycle of the AGS lasted 2.7 s; during this
time, up to 70� 1012 protons could be stored in the
synchrotron. The mean intensity of the AGS proton beam
was almost 200 times as high as in the CERNIII experiment.
The accumulated beam was split into several bunches that
were directed onto the target with a period of 33 ms. The
number of bunches that was fixed in each experimental run
varied from 6 to 12 from run to run. In order to not destroy
the target, the intensity of each bunch was limited to 7� 1012

protons. After passing through the decay channel and
momentum selection, the particle beam was an approxi-
mately equal mixture of electrons, muons, and pions, as well
as of protons, whose number was estimated to be 1/3 that of
pions [185].

To inject the particle beam into the storage ring, a
superconducting inflector magnet was constructed so as to

create a constant uniform magnetic field compensating the
main field of the storage ring [186, 187]. A unique feature of
the magnet was its ability to not distort the main magnetic
field within the measurement errors (fractions of ppm) in the
region of the captured muon orbits at a distance of only 3 cm
from the injected particle trajectory, where this field was fully
compensated. This was made possible by two construction
solutions. A uniform field compensating the field of the
storage ring was produced by a double cosine coil enabling
scattered field compensation. A residual field outside the
inflector was compensated by a passive superconducting
shield. The field in the principal magnet of the storage ring
was powered when the inflector was switched off and the
superconducting shield was in the normal state. After
completion of the feeding, the inflector shield was turned
into the superconducting state, thus `freezing' the field inside
the inflector. After that, the field was introduced into the
inflector.

During three experimental runs (1997±1999), the super-
conducting inflector shield was damaged (after opening it to
repair the inflector), which resulted in the appearance of
scattered fields of the order of 600 ppm. However, because
the field nonuniformity was localized and only the field
integral over the entire storage ring was important, the
additional contribution to the systematic error was less than
0.2 ppm. In addition, the integral of the statistics collected
over these three operational periods was around 10% of the
total integral, and this additional contribution did not
strongly affect the systematic error of the final result. After
the end of the 1999 run, a new inflector with an undamaged
shield was installed, which fully solved the problem of the
scattered inflector field.

In the uniform magnetic field of the storage ring, the
injected beam moves in a circular orbit; therefore, after one
revolution (149 ns), it would strike the inflector wall. For the
beam to be in the equilibrium orbit, it must be `kicked' during
the first revolution. To do this, at 1=4 of the revolution from
the inflector, a kicker [188] was mounted, which, during a
short time interval with a duration about one beam revolu-
tion, produced an integral of the field� 0:1 Tm, correspond-
ing to a beam turn through about 10mrad. Themagnetic field
was generated by a short pulse (about 400 ns) of the current
formed by an LRC chain. The current flows along two
aluminum parallel plates 1.76 m in length (placed to the
right and to the left of the muon storage region), forming one
coil. To produce the necessary field integral, three consecutive
identical kickers were installed (K1±K3 in Fig. 23).

In the E821 experiment, electrostatic focusingwas used, as
proposed in the CERN III experiment. A quadrupole electric
field was formed by four groups of electrodes [189] symme-
trically located along the ring (Q1±Q4 in Fig. 23). For
technological reasons, it was impossible to place the electro-
des along the entire ring without gaps: in the E821 ring, the
electrodes fill 43% of its perimeter. However, such a filling
and four-fold symmetry was sufficient to form almost the
same beam size along the perimeter: the ratio of themaximum
to minimum beam size is

��������������������
bmax=bmin

p � 1:04. Because the
acceptance of the detectors depends on the beam size, such a
uniformity is crucial for decreasing systematic errors in theoa

measurements.
In the typical operation mode, before the injections, the

electrodes were fed by a voltage of about 25 keV, which was
sustained during the entire measurement cycle, 700 ms ± 1 ms.
Immediately before the injection, different voltage was
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supplied to the electrodes, which shifted the equilibrium orbit
by several millimeters. The shifted beam was scraped using a
system of collimators mounted along the ring perimeter (ring
C collimators and semiring 1/2 C collimators in Fig. 23). In 7
to 16 ms, the electrode voltage was symmetrized and the beam
returned to the standard equilibrium orbit. This procedure
made it possible to decrease the phase space population near
the boundary, which enabled a decrease in the number of
muons escaping the beam and not decaying before that. Such
muons can cause a systematic error because the spin direction
of the lost muons cannot be measured.

The described scheme of generation and storage of the
muon beam enabled capturing approximately 104 muons per
proton bunch (� 5� 1012 p), which is two orders of magni-
tude larger than in the CERN III experiment.

To achieve a high measurement accuracy of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment, a highly uniform magnetic
field must be generated in the muon storage region. Formula
(57) contains the mean magnetic field `observed' by a muon.
To provide the required measurement precision, the mean
magnetic field should be measured with an absolute uncer-
tainty of the order of 0.1 ppm. In addition, because the orbits
of individual muons are different, the mean magnetic field
should be made uniform across the entire storage region for
spins of muons captured in different equilibrium orbits to
precess synchronously. The admissible vertical and radial
magnetic field variation averaged over the perimeter is about
1 ppm.Much larger local nonuniformities, up to 100 ppm, are
allowed if they remain stable in time and can be measured
with an uncertainty that does not damage the mean field
determination uncertainty.

The storage ring is a solid magnet [190] enabling a high
field uniformity in the storage region. A schematic of the
magnet is shown in Fig. 24. The magnetic field is created by
four 14 m 24-coil superconducting coils. At the time of
manufacturing in 1996, these were the world largest super-
conducting coils. Two coils mounted on one shell were put in

a cryostat at the outer radius of the muon beam. Two other
coils, each in an individual cryostat, were located at the inner
radius. The coils were fed by an external stabilized current
source with a nominal current of 5200 A. The feedback loop
with the magnetic field measurements by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) probes allowed the field stability at a level
of several ppm to be achieved. The magnetic field configura-
tion was determined by a C-like yoke made of standard low-
carbon steel AISI 1006 (AISI: American Iron and Steel
Institute). The field in the muon storage region is formed by
special poles made of a vacuum-processed steel with very low
carbon content (less than 4 ppm). The technology of
production of such a steel ensures a low number of local
defects and bubbles, which is very important for producing a
uniform magnetic field. The magnet yoke consists of
36 individual elements (six sectors with six elements each)
precisely adjusted to each other and electrically insulated. The
magnetic poles include 24 elements: 12 sectors each with top
and bottom poles.

The magnet design included a set of elements for passive
shimming and a system of coils for active shimming of the
magnetic field, which were placed on the surfaces of the poles.
Several successive approximations were required to achieve
the required field uniformity. The initial magnet shimming
was performed before the first run (1997), and the field was
uniform at the level of about 25 ppm. The uniformity was
significantly improved already by the next run (1998).
Ultimately, a uniformity of �1 ppm was achieved after
replacing the superconducting inflector before the 2000 run,
and about 90% of the experimental statistics were taken with
this field configuration. Figure 25 shows the magnetic field
map in the 2001 run.

The magnetic field in the storage ring was measured and
monitored by the NMR method [191] in units of the free
proton precession frequency op. Continuous field measure-
ment with the required accuracy in the large storage ring
volume required the use of a multi-step sensor system.

To determine the absolute value of the field, a special
NMR probe [192] filled with a highly pure water was used.
The NMR method does not allow the direct measurement of
free proton precession because the proton magnetic moment
is screened by the sample medium. However, the construction
of the device and the sample medium have been chosen so as
to enable themeasurement ofop bymeasuring the precession
frequency in water. The total correction, which is quite large,
approximately 25.8 ppm, is determined by the diamagnetic
screening of a proton in a water molecule. The value of the
correction is known to an accuracy of 14 ppb, which is much
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better than the experimental requirement for the magnetic
field measurement uncertainty. Recent new measurements of
diamagnetic screening in water [193] with an uncertainty of
2.5 ppb are fully consistent with the previous value taken to
calculateop.With all effects taken into account, the magnetic
field measurement uncertainty using the absolute calibration
probe is estimated to be 0.05 ppm.

To map the field in the entire muon storage volume, a
special trolley was used, on which 17 NMR probes were
mounted. Using a line and wire, the trolley could move on
special rails inside the vacuum chamber along the entire
circumference of the storage ring. During the accumulation
of statistics, the trolley was parked in a special `garage' (see
Fig. 23). During the experimental run, the field was mapped
2±3 times a week for about 2 hours.

The field was continuously monitored both during the
data taking periods and between them using a system of 378
`stationary' NMR probes of the same type as those mounted
on the trolley. The stationary probes weremounted on the top
and bottom walls of the vacuum chamber at two or three
radial positions every 5 degrees along the ring circumference.
Themeanmagnetic fieldmeasuredby a subset of 36 stationary
probes evenly distributed along the circumference was used in
a feedback loop to sustain a constant field in the storage ring
magnet.

The main contributions to the systematic measurement
error ofop are listed in Table 3 for three runs duringwhich the
main integral of statistics was collected. During that time, the
total systematic error was decreased by a factor of two due to
numerous improvements in the experiment.

Electrons and positrons that were products of muon
decays were detected by 24 electromagnetic calorimeters
[194] evenly located near the vacuum chamber at the inner
storage ring radius (locations of the calorimeters are shown in
Fig. 23). To minimize the amount of matter in front of the
calorimeter, the storage vacuum chamber was specially
shaped, as shown in Fig. 26. Each calorimeter included a
grid of scintillating fibers 1 mm in diameter mounted into a
lead alloymatrix (glued into grooves etched out in a lead alloy
plate). The scintillating fibers were directed along the storage

ring radius (such that an electron entered the calorimeter
perpendicular to the fiber direction). Four photomultipliers
(PMTs) were used for the readout. For electrons with an
energy of 1.8 GeV (the threshold energy for oa measure-
ments), the time resolution was about 100 ps with an energy
resolution of about 7 %.

Measuringoa requires neither a high time resolution nor a
high energy resolution. At the same time, it is extremely
important that the resolution and the mean calorimeter
response are independent of the instant calorimeter load. To
calibrate the calorimeter response stability, a special laser
calibration system was designed. The calibration showed that
under a high calorimeter load, the systematic shift of the
reconstructed time of the signal does not exceed 4 ps. The
dependence of the energy calibration of the calorimeter on the
load does not exceed a few fractions of one percent, which was
compensated in the data analysis.

To estimate different systematic effects and carry out
auxiliary measurements, additional detectors mounted
together with calorimeters were used. On the front plane,
about half of the calorimeters were supplied with front
scintillating detectors (FSDs) 1 cm in thickness (Fig. 27).
They were used to measure the vertical distribution of the
electron entry point into the calorimeter, which was then
used to estimate some systematic effects and to measure the
muon electric dipole moment. Moreover, FSDs allowed
studying the effects related to the loss of muons from the
storage ring: the low detection threshold of the FSDs
enabled such muons to be detected by coincidence of signals
from several stations.

In front of one of the calorimeters (number 20 in Fig. 23),
a hodoscope was placed consisting of four chambers, each
containing three layers of horizontal and vertical drift tubes
8 mm in diameter. This system was used to measure the muon
decay point. For this, the reconstructed track of an electron
that escaped from the ring and entered the calorimeter was
traced backwards (hence the name, traceback system). These
measurements were used to study themuon beamdynamics in
the storage ring when measuring the muon EDM.
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Table 3. Systematic uncertainty (in ppm) of measurements of the magnetic

field op in the storage ring.

Systematic error source 1999 2000 2001

Absolute calibration of standard probe
Calibration of trolley probes
Magnetic éeld measurement
Interpolation with éxed probes
Uncertainty from space muon distribution
Inêector fringe éeld uncertainty
Others

0.05
0.20
0.10
0.15
0.12
0.20
0.15

0.05
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.03
ì
0.10

0.05
0.09
0.05
0.07
0.03
ì
0.10

Total systematic error in op 0.4 0.24 0.17
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Analogue signals from four PMTs watching one calori-
meter were summed and directed into two channels of four-
channel waveform digitizers (WFDs), which continuously
digitized the incoming signals with a frequency of 200 MHz
and an 8-bit resolution. The reference generators of a pair of
channels digitizing the signal from one calorimeter were half-
period shifted, which enabled the effective doubling of the
digitizing frequency to 400 MHz. To decrease the data
volume, the zero suppression was used: when the discrimi-
nator threshold was exceeded, the signal shape from the
corresponding channel with a duration of 80 ns was stored
in the buffer memory, with 16 ns being the time before the
discriminator was triggered to measure the baseline.

Figure 28 shows the structure of the data formed inWFDs
for each muon injection into the storage ring. Approximately
50 ms before the injection, the control system of the AGS
synchrotron issued a triggering signal for the operation mode
of the experimental data readout. First, the calorimeter PMTs
were gated off by redistributing the dynode high voltage. The
decrease in the amplification coefficient by a factor of � 106

made it possible to avoid long-term effects caused by the PMT
signal saturation during the injection. Then the electronics of
the data acquisition system formed a triangle-like signal that
was used to synchronize WFD plates. Several microseconds
after the injection, the PMT dynodes were supplied by a
standard voltage, and the WFDs started digitizing the data.
The digitizing continued 700±1000 ms after the injection, and
datawere stored in theWFDbuffermemory, fromwhere they
were taken by the data acquisition system during the pause
between injections.

A large number of neutrons created during the injection
produced a continuous background signal (a pedestal)
evolving as � tÿ1:3. As long as the pedestal was above the

threshold, the WFDs worked, in fact, in the continuous
digitizing regime. When the pedestal fell below the thresh-
old, the WFDs collected only the pulses above the threshold.
The pedestal level varied significantly in different detectors.
The maximum pedestal was observed in detectors located
along the injected beam path (especially in detectors 3±6). In
these detectors, a maximum time delay of about 27 ms
between the injection and the turn-on of PMTs was set in
order to decrease the PMT illumination effect and to shorten
the continuous digitization time interval to an acceptable
level, avoiding the overload of buffers. Theminimumpedestal
level was observed in detectors located against the beam
propagation direction relative to the inflector. In these
detectors, PMTs were powered almost immediately after the
injection with a time delay of 2±5 ms.

In measurements ofoa, the resolutions of energy and time
measurements are not very significant; however, the measure-
ment stability during the time interval from the beginning of
injection to the end of digitizing (about 1 ms) is very
important. Because the calorimeter load is about a few
megahertz immediately after the injection and decreases by
several orders of magnitude in 1 ms, the stability requirement
means that the reconstruction results must not depend
systematically on the instantaneous load. The most impor-
tant parameter from the standpoint of measurements of oa is
the reconstructed electron arrival time. To ensure a systematic
error less than 0.1 ppm in theoa measurement, the stability of
the reconstructed time inside the digitizing interval (1 ms)
must be better than 20 ps, which is two orders of magnitude
shorter than the signal sampling time.

One of the principal effects leading to the dependence of
the reconstruction results on the load is related to signal
overlapping (pileup). For a typical calorimeter load, immedi-
ately after the injection, with a probability of a few percent,
two or more electrons enter the calorimeter within a short
time span, such that their signals overlap. This probability
decreases to almost zero by the end of the digitizing interval.

The method to reconstruct the events was based on the
approximation of the measured shape of the signal by a
standard shape (or the sum of standard signals in the case of
pileup). The standard signal shapes were determined for each
calorimeter from the data. For this, single electron signals
detected 300 ms or later after the injection were used. The
fraction of events including two or more overlapping electron
signals decreased by that time by more than two orders of
magnitude, to become negligibly small. For each experimen-
tal run, an independent calibration of the mean signal shape
was performed.Dedicated studies were carried out tomonitor
the signal shape stability over the run, as well as the
dependence of the signal shape on its time of arrival relative
to the injection time.

The energy calibration of the calorimeters was done using
the edge electrons corresponding to approximately 3.1 GeV.
A precise absolute energy calibration is not required to
measure oa; however, it is very important that the calibration
remain stable within the digitalization interval. To establish
the degree of calibration stability, the dependence of themean
energy release of electrons with energies above the threshold
on the signal arrival time after the injection was measured;
here, a correction for the pileup was made. For each
calorimeter, the function of the energy scale change with
time,DG=G�t�, was determined and used as a correction in the
data analysis. Formost of the calorimeters, the value ofDG=G
did not exceed 0.2% several microseconds after injection.
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Figure 27. Schematic view of the calorimeter [27].
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To measure the spin precession frequency, the time
distribution N�t� of electrons with energies (measured by
calorimeters) above a certain threshold is constructed. In the
ideal case, the distribution can be described by the function

N�t� � N0

gtm
exp

�
ÿ t

gtm

��
1ÿ A cos �oat� f�� ; �65�

where the distribution parametersN0,A, andf depend on the
electron threshold energy. The calculated spectrumN�E � and
asymmetry A�E � for decay electrons in the experimental
conditions are presented in Fig. 29. The statistical error of
theoa determination is proportional toNA 2. When electrons
with an above-threshold energy are used to determine oa, the
electron threshold energy value that minimizes the statistical
error is 1.8 GeV.

Figure 30 shows the distribution N�t� for electrons with
energies above 1.8 GeV for one run (2001). In the first
approximation, to determine the precession frequency, this
distribution is approximated by formula (65) with five free
parameters (N0, tm, A, oa, and f). In the analysis of data
collected in 1998 (about 1% of the total experimental
statistics), this function was sufficient to describe the
experimental data: the value of the reduced w 2=n (where n is
the number of degrees of freedom) was close to unity.
However, with increasing the statistics, the fitting function

should take a number of additional effects into account. The
complete fitting function to approximate the distribution
N�t� that takes all known effects into account has the form

N�t� � N0

gtm
exp

�
ÿ t

gtm

�
L�t�V�t�B�t�C�t��

� �1ÿ A�t� cos �oat� f�t��	 ; �66�

where

L�t� � 1ÿ Aloss

�t
0

L�t 0� exp
�
ÿ t 0

gtm

�
dt 0 ; �67�

V�t� � 1ÿ exp

�
ÿ t

tVW

�
AVW cos �oVWt� fVW� ; �68�

B�t� � 1ÿ ABR exp

�
ÿ t

tBR

�
; �69�

C�t� � 1ÿ exp

�
ÿ t

tCBO

�
A1 cos �oCBOt� f1� ; �70�

A�t��A

�
1ÿ exp

�
ÿ t

tCBO

�
A2 cos �oCBOt� f2�

�
; �71�

f�t� � f0 � exp

�
ÿ t

tCBO

�
A3 cos �oCBOt� f3� : �72�

Correction functions (67)±(72) and their parameters are
discussed below. These additional effects must be taken into
account to obtain a good value of w 2=n for the fit; however,
most of the additional factors rather weakly affect the
determination of oa.

With decreasing the threshold energy below 1.8 GeV, the
number of events in the N�t� distribution increases, but the
statistical accuracy ofoa worsens. This is because events with
low anisotropy (or even with the opposite sign) are added to
the histogram, which decreases the mean asymmetry. How-
ever, if oa is measured independently in different electron
energy intervals, it is possible to avoid asymmetry `smear-
ing' and to optimally use all information about oa that is
carried by electrons with different energies. A similar result
can be obtained if electrons are assigned the weight A�E � in
the distribution N�t�. Such an approach is equivalent to the
data analysis within infinitely narrow energy bins. This
method was used for data analysis in the 2000 and 2001
runs.

An alternative method to determine oa is to approximate
the ratio

r�t� � n1�t� T=2� � n2�tÿ T=2� ÿ n3�t� ÿ n4�t�
n1�t� T=2� � n2�tÿ T=2� � n3�t� � n4�t� ; �73�

where n1;2;3;4�t� are four equal statistically independent
subsets of electrons �with N�t��n1�t� � n2�t� � n3�t� � n4�t��
and T is the precession period (T � 4:37 ms). The contribu-
tions due to `slow' effects (for example, muon decays) in
formula (73) cancel, and therefore in the first approximation
r�t� can be described by the function

r�t� � A cos �oat� f� � 1

16

�
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�2
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Figure 29. Calculated electron spectrum and asymmetry in the laboratory
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with three free parameters: A, oa, and f. Function (74) is
sufficient to describe the ratio r�t� averaged over all detectors;
however, for an independent analysis of r�t� for individual
calorimeters, a more complicated functional form must be
used that takes effects related to coherent betatron oscilla-
tions (CBOs) into account: the contributions similar to C�t�,
A�t�, and f�t� in Eqn (66). Nevertheless, other contributions
due to the `slow' effects cancel and can be ignored in the
analysis. A data analysis based on the approximation of the
ratio r�t� was carried out for all runs.

In all cases, the least-square method was used for the
approximation, and the value of w 2=n was used to control the
fitting quality. In the typical analysis, the approximation of
N�t� or r�t� was made in the time interval from 30 to 630 ms
after injection in 149.2 ns bins, i.e., for 4000 points. Corre-
spondingly, the approximation was considered acceptable if
w 2=n fell within the range of 1� 0:022. Only bins with at least
30 events were fitted.

At the injection, the muon beam had an approximately
Gaussian shape with a width of about 25 ns. The time of
one revolution in the ring is about 149.2 ns, which is much
longer than the bunch duration, and therefore the beam
structure is well recognized in the distribution of the
arrival times of electrons in the calorimeter: the N�t�
distribution is modulated by a rapidly oscillating function
with the period Tc � 2p=oc � 149:2 ns. Due to pulse
dispersion Dp=p � 10ÿ3, the injected beam is gradually
debunched with the characteristic time of 20 ms. Immediately
after the injection, the beam fills 60� of the circumference; the
beam front takes over its tail in approximately 5 ms. For most
of the detectors, the analysis of N�t� starts 30 ms after the
injections. By this time, the bunch structure of the beam is still
well observed in the distribution.

To exclude the cyclotron frequency from the distribution
N�t�, the reconstructed time of detection of electrons was
shifted randomly within the interval �ÿTc=2;Tc=2�. This
procedure decreased the visible amplitude of cyclotron
oscillations by a factor of 500, which was sufficient for the
subsequent analysis.

The analysis of the debunching allows obtaining impor-
tant information: the spatial distribution of the muons in the
radial direction or, closely related to it, the momentum
distribution of the muons. A numerical model for beam
debunching was constructed, enabling a good description of
the observed decay of the cyclotron oscillations inN�t�. These
results were confirmed by an alternative method based on the
Fourier analysis of N�t�. The radial muon distribution is
important for calculating the mean magnetic field for the
entire muon ensemble.

Signal overlapping in the calorimeter significantly dis-
torts the distribution N�t�. When two low-energy electrons
enter the calorimeter almost simultaneously, they can be
detected as one high-energy electron. The phase oa of the
low-energy electron oscillations differs from that of high-
energy electrons; therefore, as regards determining oa, the
`electron' from a pileup is significantly different from a true
electron with the same energy. Because the pileup fraction
decreases with decreasing the calorimeter load, this leads to a
systematic phase shift of the phase of oa oscillations and
hence to a systematic error in the frequency measurements.
Under typical experimental conditions, the fraction of
`erroneous' electrons immediately after the injection is
about 1% of the total number of electrons with the energy
above 1.8 GeV.

To compensate for the pileup effect, additional terms
could be added to (66). However, this leads to a significant
increase in both statistical and systematic errors of frequency
determination. The capability of the read-out electronics to
store the signal shape enabled using a much more reliable
method of pile-up correction based on the direct measure-
ment of the effect and its subtraction from theN�t� histogram.
The method involves a statistical modeling of the pileup
contribution. At the `tail' of each reconstructed signal, a
secondary signal was sought in a fixed time interval with a
width corresponding to the time resolution of the reconstruc-
tion algorithm. If the secondary signal was found, the
common signal was formed as if the secondary signal
appeared in the calorimeter together with the primary one.
Next, the time distribution of the pileups was constructed in
which the artificially formed total signal was added with the
weight �1 and both original signals, primary and secondary,
were added with the weightÿ1, and the resulting distribution
was subtracted from the main distribution N�t�.

The result of the described procedure is shown in Fig. 31.
The pileup contribution is clearly seen in the electron energy
spectrum N�E �, in which a high-energy `tail' appears. The
pileup energy distribution P�E � is negative in the low-energy
range and positive in the high-energy range, corresponding to
the fact that two low-energy electrons are missing and one
high-energy electron emerges due to the pileup. It is seen that
the above procedure allowed a full compensation of the
pileup effect.

Due to the presence of the electrostatic quadrupoles, the
storage ring of the experiment has a weak focusing with the
field index

n � R0

bB0

qEy

qy
; �75�

where R0 is the equilibrium orbit radius, B0 is the main
magnetic field magnitude, b is the muon velocity, and
qEy=qy is the mean gradient of the electric field, taking into
account that the quadrupoles cover 45% of the ring
circumference. The electrons in such a ring make vertical
and horizontal betatron oscillations with the respective
dimensionless frequencies ny �

���
n
p

and nx �
�����������
1ÿ n
p

. The
value of n is determined by the voltage on the quadrupoles,
which varied in different experimental runs. In early runs
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prior to and including 1999, data were obtained with
n � 0:137 (which corresponded to the voltage of �24 kV).
In the 2000 run, n � 0:135 was used. In 2001, the data were
taken for two values of n, 0.122 and 0.142.

The inflector aperture (18 mm) is significantly smaller
than that of the storage ring (90 mm); therefore, after the
injection, the beam fills a rather small part of the phase space
of the ring. Due to the angular dispersion in the bunch, its size
starts increasing after the injection. However, because the
betatron frequency is the same for all muons, in every half-
period the bunch is focused again, repeating the infector
image. A similar effect occurs because the kicker pulse is not
ideal, and after the kick, the bunchmoves some distance away
from the equilibrium orbit. Synchronous (coherent) betatron
oscillations of individual muons result in the entire bunch
oscillating around the equilibrium orbit. In the reference
frame of an individual calorimeter, beating between these
oscillations and the revolution frequency of the beam is
observed: the passing beam `breathes' (its width changes)
with frequencies oc�1ÿ 2nx� and oc�1ÿ 2ny� and oscillates
with frequencies oc�1ÿ nx� and oc�1ÿ ny� in the respective
horizontal and vertical directions.

The most significant observable effects turn out to be the
coherent horizontal betatron oscillations with the frequency
oCBO � oc�1ÿ

�����������
1ÿ n
p � and periodic changes in the beam

vertical waist (VW) with the frequency oVW � oc�1ÿ 2
���
n
p �;

other oscillations are negligible. The nonideality of the
quadrupole electric field and the corresponding dispersion in
the field index result in a slow decoherence of the oscillations,
which is described quite well by an exponent with a time
constant of 100±150 ms and 25 ms for respective horizontal
and vertical oscillations. Direct observations of all types of
oscillations were performed using fiber beam monitors
(FBMs) during special runs with the monitors inserted into
the storage region.

The coherent betatron oscillations distort the electron
spectrum N�t� via two main mechanisms. The calorimeter
acceptance depends on the location of the muon decay
point: for example, the proportion of decay electrons
detected by the calorimeter is different for muons decaying
at different radii. This leads to a modulation of the number
of detected electrons and an asymmetry of the oa oscilla-
tions. The flight time of the electron from the muon decay
point of (at which the oa-oscillation phase is fixed) to the
calorimeter also depends on the radial (horizontal) location
of the decay point, resulting in the modulation of the
observed oa-oscillation phase. When adding data from all
calorimeters, N�t� distortions due to coherent betatron
oscillations decrease by an order of magnitude.

To observe the N�t� distortions caused by coherent
betatron oscillations, a Fourier analysis of the difference
between the experimental distribution and its approximation
by the simple model in (65) was performed. The obtained
frequency spectrum for the 2000 data subset is shown in
Fig. 32. Frequencies of the horizontal (CBO) and vertical
(VO) coherent betatron oscillations and the vertical waist
(VW) frequency of the beam are clearly seen. In addition,
beatings between these frequencies and the precession
frequency fa are well observed. The peak at zero frequency
corresponds to `slow' distortions ofN�t� due to particle losses
from the beam and the residual dependence of the energy
calibration on time.

To take effects related to the coherent betatron oscilla-
tions into account, model (66) describing N�t� was supple-

mented with the corresponding terms, in Eqns (68) and (70)±
(72), describing the modulation of N due to vertical waist
oscillations of the beam and the modulation of N, A, and f
caused by horizontal beam oscillations. The modulation
parameters were used as free parameters for the approxima-
tion of N�t�: the decay time of horizontal and vertical
oscillations tCBO and tVW, oscillation frequencies oCBO and
oVW, and phases and amplitudes of the modulationsA andf.
The contribution due to the vertical waist oscillations of the
beam is important only when the approximation ofN�t� starts
at t < 30 ms.

In the 1998 data analysis, the described effects were not
discovered, being much smaller than the measurement
statistical errors. In addition, in the 1998 data analysis, the
distribution N�t� summed over all calorimeters was used. In
the 1999 data analysis, the modulation was experimentally
detected first in the form of a periodic dependence of oa

measured with a single calorimeter data at the location of that
calorimeter, and then in a Fourier analysis ofN�t� ÿN 5par�t�.
At the 1999 statistics level, to compensate for this effect, it was
sufficient to take modulation into account in the detected
number of electrons (70).

The CBO modulation of N�t� was discovered and studied
already after the 2000 run had been completed. It turned out
that in the 2000 run data, the oCBO frequency was very close
to the double precession frequency [the fCBO ÿ fa frequency is
very close to fa (see Fig. 32)]. In this case, the result of
measurements of oa is very sensitive to the correctness of the
modulation description. Figure 33 shows the dependence on
the frequency fCBO of the relative shift of oa from the true
value when the modulation is not taken into account in the
fitting function. In the 2000 run, the data were taken for
different values of n; however, most of the data were collected
under the worst conditions. The modulation-related effects
were fully explored by the beginning of the 2001 run, and to
decrease the corresponding contribution to the systematic
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error, the data were intentionally collected in that season for
two different values of n such that the frequency fCBO ÿ fa is
far from fa.

Under the resonance conditions, electric and magnetic
field nonuniformities in the storage ring can enhance betatron
oscillations, leading to the direct (not induced by muon
decays) escape of muons from the storage region. To
decrease the losses, the accumulated beam is `stripped'
during the measurements, immediately after the injection.
Nevertheless, a small number of muons do escape from the
beam during themeasurement, with their fraction changing in
time. To determine the dependence of the number of lost
muons on time L�t�, the data obtained with front scintillating
detectors (FSDs) mounted before the calorimeter were used.
The instant muon loss rate L�t� � dNloss=dt allows determin-
ing correction (67) toN�t� due to the muon escape. Because it
was impossible to measure the detection efficiency of the lost
muons with good accuracy (modeling showed that it was
about several percent), function (67) was added with a free
normalization parameterAloss. The effects related to the beam
relaxation (BR) are taken into account after the `scraping'
procedure is completed by using the correction function B�t�
determined by formula (69).

To obtain the final result, the value ofoa derived using the
N�t� approximation should be supplemented with two
corrections.

The first is due to vertical betatron oscillations of particles
in the stored beam.Due to the oscillations, the direction of the
muon momenta is not strictly perpendicular to the magnetic
field direction, bB 6� 0. This results in a small decrease in the
precession frequency because of the term proportional to bB
in (64). This effect was first estimated in [195]. The amplitude
of the correction is proportional to the beam waist:

Doa

oa
� ÿhc

2
0 i
4
� ÿ nh y 2i

4R 2
0

:

For the E821 experiment, the beam waist was derived both
from simulations [196] and from the traceback system. The
amplitude of the correction varied in different runs; for
example, in 2001, the correction was ÿ0:270�0:036 ppm.

The second correction is related to the energy dispersion
in the beam. For particles with the momentum somewhat
different from the `magic' value, the nonzero factor
am ÿ 1=�g 2 ÿ 1� somewhat decreases the precession fre-
quency in the presence of the electric field [the term
proportional to b � E in (64)]. The frequency shift is
proportional to both the momentum dispersion and the
electric field amplitude. Both these quantities are directly
proportional to the horizontal deviation of the particle from
the horizontal orbit; thus, the total effect is quadratic in the
deviation, i.e., proportional to the horizontal (radial) beam
size:

Doa

oa
� ÿ2b 2n�1ÿ n� hx

2i
R 2

0

:

The beam size was determined from the debunching analysis.
The correction was slightly different for different runs; for
example, in 2001, the correction was ÿ0:47� 0:054 ppm.

The main contributions to the systematic measurement
error of oa for the three seasons during which most of the
statistics were obtained are listed in Table 4.

To reconstruct the events from the data of the experiment
detectors, two independent codes written in different lan-
guages and using different libraries were designed. The `row'
experimental data were doubled. Full reconstruction using
data from one copy was performed using the BNL computer
facilities. Full reconstruction from the second copy was
performed using facilities of the National Center for Super-
computing Applications (NCSA, USA). The results of both
reconstructions werematched. Two independent data proces-
sing codes allowed avoiding systematic errors due to possible
bugs in the codes.

The data analysis was organized so as to prevent any bias.
The analysis was performed by several experimental groups,
each of which analyzed data from one run reconstructed by
one of the codes and using one of the several methods
described above. During data analysis, the results obtained
by different groups were discussed and compared. To avoid
influencing each other, the measurements of the frequencyoa

by each group were shifted by a small number of the order of
10 ppm. Moreover, two shifts were used: a common one
known to each group processing the calorimeter data but
unknown to the groups measuring the proton precession
frequency op, and an individual one, known only to
members of the corresponding group. This made it
impossible to compare the precession frequencies obtained
by different groups but enabled a comparison of various
systematic effects, for example, the dependence of the
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Table 4. Systematic errors for the precession frequency oa. For 2001 data,

the total systematic error from contributions marked with * is 0.11 ppm.

Systematic error source 1999 2000 2001

Energy calibration stability
Pileup
Coherent betatron oscillations
AGS background
Lost muons
Timing shifts
E éeld and betatron oscillation corrections
Fitting procedure

0.02
0.13
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.07

0.13
0.13
0.21
0.01
0.10
0.02
0.06
0.06

0.12
0.08
0.07
*

0.09
*

0.03
*

Total systematic error ofoa 0.3 0.31 0.21
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frequency on the threshold energy or the run number. Each
group had to be able to demonstrate the stability of the
obtained results, for example, that the value of w 2=n is
consistent with unity, the value of oa is independent of the
time interval after the injection within which N�t� is
approximated, and the results obtained for different data
subsets (in particular, for individual detectors) are consis-
tent with each other. After the completion of data analysis
by different groups, the individual shifts were removed to
determine the unique value of oa. Here, the common shift
remained, and it was removed only after the completion of
both oa and op measurements.

Figure 34 shows the results of 14 different data analyses
collected during the 1999, 2000, and 2001 running periods.
Different analyses of data collected in one run use essentially
the same statistics. However, the overlapping is not perfect:
differences in the data sets amounted to 10%. Taking these
differences into account, the results of the data analyses are
consistent.

Using the relations

oa � e

mm
amB ; �hop � 2mpB ;

mm � gm
e�h

4mm
� �1� am� e�h

2mm
;

it is easy to express the muon anomalousmagnetic moment as

am � oa=op

mm=mp ÿ oa=op
: �76�

The value of the constant mm=mp � 3:18334539�10� is mea-
sured with high precision in a separate experiment [197] and
improved in a global analysis of physical constants [198]. This
value was used to determine am in the discussed experiment.
Later on, the accuracy of determining mm=mp was increased
[83]. The new value mm=mp � 3:183345142�71� is consistent
with the previous measurements. A recalculation of the
experimental results using the new value of mm=mp leads to a
small shift, which is insignificant within the measurement
errors.

To determine am, the ratio of the measured values of oa

and op was used; here, in the op measurements, only those
time intervals inside which data were acquired were taken
into account. In addition, in time averaging of the magnetic

field, the data were weighted in accordance with the
statistics collected by the calorimeters within a particular
time interval.

Figure 35 shows the results of measurements of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment using data taken in each run
[164, 185, 199±201]. To obtain the final result, the results of
the 1999±2001 runswere averaged. The results of the 1997 and
1998 runs were not taken into account for two reasons: first,
their statistical contribution to the final result is negligible;
second, in the analysis of these data, part of the systematic
corrections were ignored, which increased the corresponding
systematic error.

When averaging the 1999±2001 results, the correlation
between the contributions to the systematic error for
different runs was taken into account. The following factors
were assumed to be the same for all runs: the accuracy of the
absolute calibration of the magnetic field, the difference
between the spin direction of the lost muons and the spin
of the main ensemble of muons, and the uncertainty of the
corrections due to the electric field and betatron oscillations.
For the remaining contributions to the systematic error, the
value of the error was assumed to be independent in each
run.

As noted above, after the publication of [27], the value of
the constant mm=mp was improved. The use of its new value
leads to a small shift of the result by approximately 1=5 of the
full error:

am�E821� � 11659208:9�6:3� � 10ÿ10 �0:54 ppm� : �77�

In 1999 and 2000, measurements were performed for
positively charged muons, and in 2001 for negatively charged
muons. Averaging these three runs is possible only if the CPT
symmetry is assumed: in this case, am� � amÿ . The obtained
results

oa

op
�m�� � 0:0037072047�26� ;

oa

op
�mÿ� � 0:0037072083�26�

are consistent with the CPT invariance:
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Figure 34. Comparison of individual data analyses performed in the

(a) 1999, (b) 2000, and (c) 2001 runs. To describe the analysis method,

the following notation is used: g2/G2Ð the row event production by
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The difference between measurements of am in the E821
experiment (77) and the SM prediction (54) is

Dam � am�E821� ÿ am�SM���268� 77� � 10ÿ11 �3:5s� :
�78�

Other calculations of the strong interaction contributions
result in a somewhat different am�SM�, but this does not alter
the general picture: the difference between the measured and
calculated values typically remains within 3.5±4.3 standard
deviations.

4. Prospects. Conclusion

Figure 36 shows a comparison of the measurement uncer-
tainty of am achieved in the described experiments with
contributions of the various interactions. In a series of am
measurements at CERN, the QED contribution was tested at
an increasing level of precision, and the sensitivity of the
CERN III experiment allowed identifying the hadronic
contribution. The accuracy of the most precise measurement
today, the E821 experiment at BNL, requires taking the
contributions from all known interactions into account.

The results of the E821 measurements of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment and a broad program of
measurements of hadron cross sections suggest that the
difference between the measured value of am and its calculated
SM value is at a level of 3.5±4 standard deviations. Consider-
ing the complexity of the experiments and calculations, such a
discrepancy cannot be interpreted as a reliable indication of
the existence of interactions beyond the Standard Model.
However, the obtained result aroused great interest from the
scientific community and stimulated new experimental efforts
to increase the statistical significance of the result.

Presently, two experiments aimed at improving the
measurement accuracy of the muon anomalous magnetic
moment are under preparation. The E989 experiment at
Fermilab [202, 203] generally follows the layout of the
CERN III and E821 experiments; however, thanks to
improvements in almost all experimental components and

an order-of-magnitude larger statistics, a relative uncertainty
of 0.14 ppm is expected, which is a factor of four better than
that of E821. By the beginning of 2018, the experiment was
almost ready to start data taking scheduled for two years.

The second experiment, E34, is planned at J-PARC
(Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) (Japan) [204]
and is very different from the traditional setup. An ultra-cold
muon beam is proposed to be used, which will make it
possible to discard electrostatic focusing and to perform
measurements with much lower muon momenta. Thanks to
this, systematic measurement errors at Fermilab and J-PARC
will be almost independent. The E34 experiment is now at the
research and development stage. At the first stage, the BNL
measurement uncertainty is to be reached.

The prospects for newmeasurements of am (and also of ae)
in the early 1990s stimulated the development of theoretical
calculations of the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
which led to significant progress in the field. In particular,

(1) the fifth-order electromagnetic contribution was
calculated complerely;

(2) the next-to-leading-order weak interaction contribu-
tion was calculated completely;

(3) hadron cross sections were directly measured at the
VEPP-2M collider;

(4) a new method to measure hadron cross sections at
e�eÿ factories, the initial-state radiation method, was devel-
oped; and

(5) a method to calculate the light-by-light scattering
reached a new level.

Similarly, the prospects to further increase the measure-
ment accuracy of the muon anomalous magnetic moment in
experiments at Fermilab and J-PARC are greatly stimulating
further development of theoretical calculations of am. The
expected uncertainty of the E989 experiment corresponds to
1=10 of the contribution due to weak interactions aEW

m , or
1=400 of the leading-order strong interaction contribution
a had;LO
m , or 1=7 of the light-by-light scattering contribution

a had;LO
m . In order to match the measurement errors, the

calculation uncertainty should be 16� 10ÿ11, around a
factor of three better than the current value 45� 10ÿ11 (54).

We outline the main avenues of the development of the
calculations. The calculation uncertainty of contributions
due to electromagnetic and weak interactions, 0:034� 10ÿ11

and 1:0� 10ÿ11, respectively, is more than enough to
compare with the new measurements. However, the fourth-
and fifth-order electromagnetic contributions, which jointly
amount to 386� 10ÿ11, are mainly calculated by numerical
integration. Therefore, an independent calculation of these
contributions is very important in order to enhance the
reliability of the calculations. This work is now under way:
as discussed above, the universal fourth-order contribution
was calculated completely by a semianalytic method, and a
significant proportion of the diagrams was calculated
analytically.

The theoretical uncertainty of am is determined by the
contribution due to strong interactions. The hadron vacuum
polarization and light-by-light scattering contribute about
equally to the calculation error, although the former
contribution is two orders of magnitude larger than the
latter.

The hadron vacuum polarization accuracy is determined
by measurement errors of hadron cross sections. Presently,
experiments at the VEPP-2000 e�eÿ collider [35, 205] with the
CMD-3 [36, 38, 206±214] and SND [215±227] detectors
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Figure. 36. Comparison of the accuracy of measurements of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment and the value of contributions to it from
separate interactions.
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continue. The goal of these experiments is to perform direct
measurements of hadron cross sections with large statistics
and a low systematic error. This will allow both an
improvement in the statistical uncertainty of the hadron
contribution calculations and a detailed comparison of the
direct measurements with the initial-state radiation measure-
ments, which currently dominate the calculation. At the same
time, lattice QCD calculations of ahad;LO

m are actively
developing. At least three independent calculations with an
uncertainty of 0.3±0.5% can be expected within several years:
using the VEPP-2000 data, using the ISR measurements, and
using lattice QCD calculations. The independent calculations
will enable us to justify the reliability of the calculations with
high accuracy, and the uncertainty of the joint result can
reach 0.2±0.3%, which will match the measurement errors
of am.

We note yet another possibility to determine ahad;LO
m , by

using dispersion relations similar to (33) but in the space-like
region. Corresponding experiments have been proposed [228,
229], and their possible realization is presently under study.

The major progress in calculating the light-by-light
scattering contribution is expected from lattice QCD calcula-
tions. In addition, amore traditional method based on the use
of effective models is actively being developed. Here, the
accuracy increase is expected thanks to the use of double-
photon hadron form factors, which are planned to be
measured in the KLOE-2 and BES-III experiments. Gener-
ally, a 10% accuracy increase can be expected in several years.

The calculation of the muon anomalous magnetic
moment in the Standard Model is a very active field. In the
next five years, during which new measurements of am at
Fermilab are expected, the theoretical calculation accuracy
can hopefully be increased by a factor of 1.5±3. With the
improved measurement uncertainty, the expected error in
Dam � am�E989� ÿ am�SM� can be �20ÿ35� � 10ÿ11, which is
a factor of 2 to 4 better than the current uncertainty. With the
value ofDam preserved, such an uncertainty will correspond to
the confirmation of a nonzero value of Dam to within seven or
more standard deviations.
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